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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

When a consumer experiences good living conditions, the consumption is likely to expand to 

some degree. The society he/she lives in is in financial bloom and the culture surrounding 

him/her is characterized by a high standard lifestyle. A culture of luxury lifestyle is created.  

The consumer is likely to be influenced by the environment surrounding him/her and most 

often is desired to take part in this high standard, luxury lifestyle. The consumer uses products 

and brands to signal the cultural category he/she wishes to be associated with. These products 

are filled with cultural meaning and the meaning is what represents the cultural principles of 

the consumer. If the consumer wishes to be associated with the culture of luxury lifestyle, 

he/she purchases products that carry the cultural meaning of luxury. This is often referred to 

as conspicuous consumption. But what happens when there is a change in living conditions?  

The living conditions in Iceland in the years 2005- early 2008 were extremely good. The 

culture was characterized by high expenditures and luxury lifestyle. In late 2008, three of the 

largest banks in the country collapsed. This resulted in a major financial recession in Iceland 

which still has a great influence on the society and citizens. Consumers in Iceland have 

experienced a tremendous decrease in purchase power. The financial recession has changed 

the living conditions in Iceland. The situation in Iceland gives a perfect opportunity to 

investigate what effects changes in living conditions have on culture and cultural meaning and 

if it influences the decision-making process of a purchase, which will be the focus of this 

thesis.  

For the purpose of the research, in-depth interviews were conducted with consumers of luxury 

car brands in Iceland in the years 2005 to early 2008. Six respondents were chosen that 

fulfilled the main requirement. They gave information needed to answer the research 

questions: What effects do changes in living conditions have on culture and cultural meaning? 

Do changes in living conditions influence decision-making? 

The research is of a qualitative nature and is not meant for general assumptions about 

consumers of cars in Iceland but to give an insight into how the meaning of luxury might 

change during a financial recession and how changes in living conditions influence decision-

making. The results indicate that the culture of luxury lifestyle becomes unattractive when 

living conditions worsen and the public cultural meaning of luxury gets negative associations.  
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These changes in living conditions and culture influence consumers to focus more on utility in 

the process of decision-making of a car purchase and less on the cultural meaning it signals, 

which is the case when consumers experience good living conditions and wish to be 

associated with the lifestyle of luxury.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The first chapter serves as an introduction of the project that will be conducted and analyzed 

in this thesis. It includes a description of the problem and the chosen research area, the 

research questions that are aimed to be answered, the methodology of the research and the 

limitations of the study. The chapter ends with a model that shows the structure of the thesis.  

1.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  
A society experiencing good living conditions, where almost everybody has a job, good salary 

and easy access to loans, is likely to develop some kind of high standard lifestyle, a lifestyle 

of luxury. The culture changes, new cultural categories are created and the cultural meaning 

of products becomes more visible. The meaning of products is what people use to signal their 

status and present the culture they wish to belong to. When the living conditions are 

extremely good, people start showing off their success and status with products and 

sometimes luxury products with cultural meaning of luxury. The luxury lifestyle gets more 

attractive, it becomes the culture many consumers want to belong to. People start consuming 

luxury items conspicuously to flash the cultural meaning they want to be associated with.   

But what happens if there is a dramatic change in financial resources? If the society 

experiences financial recession? When consumers go through changes in financial capability 

and purchase power, it is likely that their purchase behaviour changes as well. It can be 

assumed that the culture changes and the focus moves from signalling status and cultural 

meaning, such as the meaning of luxury, to shopping more rationally and think of the utility 

of the products purchased. This is an interesting subject to investigate. 

The aim of the research is to investigate the meaning of luxury in the mind of the consumer 

and if the importance of signalling luxury and therefore conspicuous consumption has 

changed. To be able to come to a conclusion, a research will be conducted on consumers of 

luxury car brands in Iceland through the years 2005-2010.  

A part of the research will be aimed towards the changes in the decision-making process of 

consumption of luxury car brands. Do consumers, experiencing good living conditions, base 

their purchase decisions mostly on the cultural meaning the product signals? Does decision-

making in a high involvement purchase become more based on information search and will it 

then be more rational than before? It can be assumed that a financial recession changes the 
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meaning of luxury in the mind of the consumer. What before was considered luxury might 

today be considered a waste of money.  

Before the financial recession hit in late 2008, big part of Icelandic citizens drove nice cars of 

a luxury brand. In the year of 2001 the Icelandic banks were privatized, giving investors a 

large supply of cheap loan capital on the international market. This led to the purchase of 

many companies and retail chains all around the world. These investments brought money to 

Iceland and the living conditions were incredibly good. People started living luxuriously and, 

in the end, seemed to have lost all sense of the value of money. Homes increased their 

expenditures, not only because of bigger incomes but also because they were getting loans to 

keep up.  

With this so called “outvasion”, banks in Iceland started to upload debts when foreign 

companies were accumulated. In the end the banks were unable to refinance their debts, 

which caused three of the major banks to collapse. The Icelandic economy got sucked into the 

recession whirlpool with the banks.  

During the first decade of the 21st century, Iceland had one of the highest consistent growth 

rates in the world with low inflation and unemployment. As banks and businesses expanded 

abroad, Iceland enjoyed four years of tremendous economic growth (Thomas, 2008). This 

changed, however, in the end of 2008. Iceland‘s three largest private banks in the country 

Kaupthing Bank hf., Landsbanki Island hf. and Glitnir Bank, collapsed and were taken into 

government administration due to a lack of available credit to finance debts. The substantial 

assets were not enough to prevent this from happening (Northern Periphery Programme 2007-

2013, 2010). The collapse of the Icelandic banking sector resulted from a combination of 

several factors. The three biggest ones were bad banking, bad policies and bad luck (Jännäri, 

2009, p. 36). This has resulted in contraction of the economy and has had a profound effect on 

Iceland and its citizens. Iceland had one of the lowest levels of external debt in the world but 

now it has increased. Unemployment and inflation have increased and are having substantial 

effects on the lives of citizens (Northern Periphery Programme 2007-2013, 2010).  

1.1.1 THE UNEMPLOYMENT IN ICELAND DURING RECESSION 

The effects of the financial crisis are tremendous. The financial climate affects the businesses 

and citizens of the country. Many businesses were and are forced to restructure and even close 
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down and declare bankruptcy. This of course results in higher unemployment rate, higher 

inflation and as a consequence, weaker purchase power.  

Before the recession the unemployment rate was only 2%, which is not high on an 

international basis (Ólafsson & Jónsson, 2010). Natural unemployment is the lowest rate of 

unemployment that an economy can sustain over a period of time. Therefore with the 

unemployment rate of 2%, Iceland nearly reached the state of enjoying natural 

unemployment. In the end of 2009 the unemployment rate in Iceland was 8% which means it 

was ranking among the highest ones in unemployment in the OECD-countries. To get the 

unemployment rate back down to 2%, the government needs to create 12 thousand new jobs. 

Iceland has 320.000 inhabitants so 12 thousand new jobs will be difficult to come by 

(Ólafsson & Jónsson, 2010).  

1.1.2 EXPENDITURES OF HOUSEHOLDS 

Because of the changes in financial climate, people in Iceland are forced to reconsider their 

purchase behaviour. As noted earlier, the good living conditions before the financial crisis 

resulted in luxurious lifestyles. After the crisis hit the majority of people are not able to 

continue this lifestyle. Did this change the meaning of luxury in their minds? Is it possible that 

what they then considered a necessity is considered luxury today? 

 

(IndexMundi, 2011) 

Figure 1-1. Household final consumption expenditure in Iceland in U.S. dollars 

The figure above shows the change in household final consumption in Iceland from 1965 until 

2009. The household final consumption is the market value of all goods and service purchased 

by households, including durable products such as cars, washing machines and home 
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computers. The data is registered in current U.S. dollars (IndexMundi, 2011). The tremendous 

change in consumption in Iceland through the years of 2005-2010 makes consumers in 

Iceland a perfect population to investigate the change in meaning of luxury during a financial 

recession.  

One part of the luxurious lifestyle was the luxury of expensive cars. Even though people did 

not have a great amount of money, the banks and auto financing companies made it easy for 

people to get up to 100% loans for new cars. The loans made it easier for people to purchase 

expensive brands of cars, without necessarily having the ability to pay for it.  

With the collapse of the banks and the change in purchase power, it is interesting to analyze if 

there has been a change in consumption of luxury cars and to what extent. One can assume 

that a major investment, like the purchase of a car, would be put on hold when the purchasing 

power has been diminished dramatically as experienced in Iceland. But since it is a big part of 

an image and one of the most visible status symbols, the consumption of luxury cars might be 

what certain groups of consumers try to hold on regardless of their are financial situation.  

The purchase of a car is a high involvement purchase. It can carry a substantial financial risk. 

Therefore the consumer gathers information to be certain of making the right choice in a car 

brand. The car will be an investment that is likely to stay in the consumer’s life for some time. 

That is why the consumer has to have faith in the brand that he/she is about to purchase. The 

consumer must ask himself/herself questions such as: Is it reliable? What does it cost to 

maintain? Is it safe? Etc. (Percy & Elliot, 2005). These factors should push consumers to 

make a rational decision and buy a car because of its utility but not mainly because of the 

cultural meaning it carries. For an average consumer in Iceland it might have been an easy 

choice to buy a luxury brand before the crisis without thinking about the financial risk, but 

what changes occur in decision making of the purchase of a car after the financial turmoil?  

All of the considerations mentioned are important when analyzing the decision process of a 

car purchase. The purchase of a luxury car is often considered a conspicuous consumption and 

before the financial crisis hit Iceland, it is highly likely that the consumption of a luxury car 

was in many cases of a conspicuous nature. The financial recession in Iceland gives a perfect 

opportunity to investigate what happens when living conditions change. How does brand 

meaning change and especially the meaning of luxury? Do consumers make purchase 

decisions differently than before? 
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
A dramatic change in consumption of luxury cars is something to be expected during a 

financial turmoil. The changes in living conditions in Iceland through the last few years make 

a perfect opportunity to investigate how it affects meaning of luxury and decision-making of a 

high involvement purchase.  

In this particular research, an investigation was implemented on the meaning of luxury in the 

mind of the consumer during a recession, if a financial recession changes the decision process 

(of consumption) and the importance of signalling luxury and conspicuous consumption.  

Through the following research questions, I will seek possible implications and ideas for 

future marketing practice: 

1. What effects do changes in living conditions have on culture and cultural 

meaning? 

2. Do changes in living conditions influence decision-making? 

The change in living conditions in Iceland creates a perfect opportunity to do so and 

consumers of luxury car brands in Iceland through the years of 2005-2010 were chosen as the 

sample of participants for the research.   

1.3 LIMITATIONS 
Here some important limitations of the study will be discussed. This paper focuses on 

consumers of luxury car brands in Iceland before the financial crisis hit. They are still 

potential buyers although the purchase power has diminished. Therefore the category of 

consumers of luxury car brands over the chosen time frame is limited.  

It is also a limitation that all the interviewees are male. I made a good effort to find a female 

that purchased a luxury car brand in the years 2005 to early 2008 but with no results.  

Another limitation is the sample size of interviewees which is quite small. The reason for this 

is the substantial quantity of time that goes into transcribing and analysing the amount of data 

from each participant and therefore eliminated the possibility to interview more people. 

Although this is considered a limitation I believe the interviewees casted a great light on the 

situation and gave enough information to be able to answer the research questions and meet 

the research objects. The “red thread” soon started to emerge and the same answers were 

given in most interviews.  
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Due to the qualitative nature of the research, it is not meant for general assumptions about 

consumers of cars in Iceland. It is meant to give an insight into how the meaning of luxury 

might change during a recession and how changes in living conditions influence decision 

making. Since it is an explorative research it has to be clarified that the information acquired 

will to some extent be interpreted by the researcher. This puts a great emphasis on the 

researcher’s analytical skills and the results might be influenced in some ways by his/her 

thoughts. 

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

The figure below illustrates the structure of the thesis. The theoretical framework of the 

research follows the introduction, where literature review and theory are presented. Thereafter 

is the methodology chapter where the research process is explained and the research choices 

justified. The fourth part consists of explanation of the research conducted for the purpose of 

the study which leads to the empirical findings, analysis and managerial implications. In the 

end the conclusions are introduced and future research perspectives discussed.  

 

Figure 1-2. Structure of thesis 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter the theoretical field for the research will be introduced. The theoretical 

framework can be divided into two main fields, theory of meaning and theory of information.  

First the influence of culture on consumption is discussed, how culture affects the meaning 

ascribed to goods and how the meaning changes parallel the culture. In the second chapter the 

model of Meaning Movement will be described in detail. 

The third chapter explains the theory of public and private meaning. When goods are 

associated with meaning ascribed by others in the society the meaning is referred to as public 

and the meaning the individual consumer assigns to his/her possession is a private meaning. 

This will be discussed in detail later.  

The culture surrounding consumers ascribes meaning to goods that are used to represent 

certain lifestyle. In this research the lifestyle of luxury will be investigated. In the fourth part 

of the theoretical framework I will discuss luxury as a lifestyle. 

The fifth part explains the perceived risk of a purchase. Purchasing or using a product can 

carry risk for the consumer. It can either be financial risk or psychological risk. These risks 

will be described in detail.  

In the last two chapters of the theoretical framework, two theories related to the information 

search prior to purchase are discussed. The sixth chapter introduces the process of decision-

making where the consumer seeks information, evaluates alternatives and comes to 

conclusion of what best solves the problem and the need he wishes to fulfil with the purchase.  

The seventh chapter explains the standard learning hierarchy which leads to the attitude 

creation of the consumer towards the products and brands considered for purchase. Although 

the theory of information mainly defines consumers as being information-centred, the theory 

of meaning will be combined with the information theory in this study, as I believe that a 

purchase decision of a car is made with both in mind. Therefore the theory of meaning will be 

combined with the models of the decision-making processes in the last two chapters.  

2.1 CULTURE AND CONSUMPTION  
The choices made by consumers cannot be fully explained without understanding the culture 

surrounding the consumer. Culture is the main influence in how people see the products they 
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are confronted with (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). 

The consumptions we make, although it fulfils our utilitarian need, also reflect our desire to 

be associated to certain style and attitude. When a luxury car is purchased, it can be assumed 

that the consumer seeks to be associated with the luxurious lifestyle it represents. His choice 

is made in a cultural context and it has a cultural meaning for the consumer (Solomon, 

Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006).   

Solomon et al. (2006) define culture as “the values, ethics, rituals, traditions, material objects 

and services produced or valued by members of society”  (p. 649). The members in the society 

put their value on certain things, which creates the culture and is the main influence in the 

meaning of the goods they then consume.  

The goods that the consumer spends time, attention and money on are filled with cultural 

meaning (McCracken, 1990). The definition of “Meaning” describes a scientific construct that 

consumers respond to according to the meanings they ascribe to marketplace stimuli (Kleine 

& Kernan, 1988). 

The meaning of consumer goods is entirely used for cultural purposes. This includes 

expressing the consumers cultural categories and principles, construct notions of the self and 

create (and sustain) a type of lifestyle (McCracken, 1990). The culture that characterizes 

western societies is highly connected to consumption. The consumer goods are the key 

instruments for the presentation of the culture in western societies, where design, product 

development, advertising and fashion are important visuals for the culture represented 

(McCracken, 1990).  

When a consumer purchases a car it is highly likely that the car is being purchased, to some 

point, for a utilitarian purpose. A car, as many other consumer goods, has a significance that 

goes beyond the utilitarian character and value. It is a tool of communication as well and 

communicates cultural meaning (McCracken, 1986).  

In their Empirical Investigation since 1988, Kleine & Kernan suggest that the reason for 

meaning not being studied as much as it should be is because there is a gap in appropriate 

theory and methodology and “the influence of meaning is thought to be so obvious that little 

is to be gained from its study” (p. 498). In this research this gap will be filled and hopefully 

new knowledge will be created in this field. Consumer goods communicate cultural meaning 

and carry subjective meanings, hence the influence meaning has on consumers is important in 
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consumer research and not too obvious to study (Kleine & Kernan, 1988). For the researcher 

to be able to see the structural and dynamic properties of consumption, which is not always 

the emphasis of consumer research, helps appreciate the mobile quality of cultural meaning 

(McCracken, 1986). As McCracken (1990) states in the introduction of his book Culture and 

Consumption: 

“The meaning of consumer goods and the meaning creation accomplished by 

consumer processes are important parts of the scaffolding of our present realities. 

Without consumer goods, certain acts of self-definition and collective definition in 

this culture would be impossible” (p. xi).   

To fully explain the luxury consumption and the purchase of a car, it is important to obtain an 

insight into the culture and consumption before and during the recession in Iceland. That is, to 

understand the cultural influences how consumers see the products they are confronted with. 

When living conditions change the meaning of products is likely to change as well. The 

meaning is therefore not too obvious and here it is considered necessary to investigate to be 

able to answer the research questions.  

2.2 MOVEMENT OF MEANING 
The culture each consumer belongs to creates the meaning of consumer goods and how the 

meaning transfers through the society to the consumer. The instruments transferring the 

meaning are marketing vehicles of advertising and fashion industries, which associate the 

goods with appropriate symbolic qualities. The goods then transfer meaning to consumers 

through rituals that create the identity of the consumer (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & 

Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). 

The process, Movement of Meaning, is developed by McCracken (1986) and will be further 

described. 
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(McCracken, 1986, p. 72) 

Figure 2-1. Movement of Meaning 

The process that Movement of Meaning describes is the constant transfer of cultural meaning 

as noted earlier. The traditional movement starts by transferring the cultural meaning from a 

culturally constituted world to the consumer good. The meaning is then drawn from the object 

and transferred to the consumer.  

As seen on the figure above, the meaning is located in three separate stations, the first one 

being Culturally Constituted World, the second Consumer Good and the third one being the 

Individual Consumer. The instruments responsible for the Movement of Meaning between 

these stations are advertising, the fashion system and different types of consumption rituals. 

This process helps us understand the complexity of consumer behaviour and consumer society 

(McCracken, 1986). The model has many advantages that can serve as a good foundation for 

this particular research.  

2.2.1 CULTURALLY CONSTITUTED WORLD 

The cultural meaning starts its flow in the Culturally Constituted World that represents the 

everyday experience of the individual who senses the world with the beliefs and assumptions 

of his/her culture (McCracken, 1990). The culture brings meaning to the individual’s 

everyday experience that makes the world culturally constituted. As McCracken (1986) states: 

“This is the world of everyday experience in which the phenomenal world presents itself to 

the individual‘s senses fully shaped and constituted by the beliefs and assumptions of his/her 

culture” (p. 78).  
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The cultural meaning of individuals divides the world into different categories. The most 

important segments are the ones created in the human community, such as class, status, 

gender, age, and occupation (McCracken, 1986). These categories are the conceptual grid of a 

culturally constituted world. The cultural categories differentiate through material objects that 

contribute to the construction of the culturally constituted world. They are tangible objects 

that make cultural meaning of the individual visible and which demonstrates his cultural 

world (McCracken, 1990).  

A visible object such as luxury car is an example of a material object that is a possible 

reflection of the cultural meaning of the consumer. The distinction between these categories is 

signalled through cultural principles of the categories and substantiated through consumer 

goods. As McCracken (1986) states, “goods are both the creations and creators of the 

culturally constituted world” (p. 74). A car is a very visible symbol and a luxury car brand is a 

perfect tool to send signals of cultural principles of luxurious lifestyle and to distinct from 

others. As a result of the good living conditions in Iceland before the financial recession, more 

and more people wanted to be members of the luxurious culture and therefore used luxury 

cars to reflect their cultural principles.  

2.2.2 MEANING TRANSFER: WORLD TO GOOD 

To engage the cultural meaning in consumer goods, it must be transferred from the culturally 

constituted world to goods. The meaning is transferred with the help of advertising, and 

product design in the fashion system.  

Advertising is used to try and combine the culturally constituted world and the consumer 

good so the viewer sees similarity in them. The consumer associates i.e. luxurious lifestyle 

with luxury car brands and the meaning from the culturally constituted world is transferred to 

the good (McCracken, 1986). Advertising captures the cultural meaning and invests it in the 

consumer good. This way, advertising is able to experiment and innovate new cultural 

meanings and reassign old ones. Therefore advertising is “an important contribution to the 

context of consumption” (McCracken, 1987, p. 122).  

With the right vision and verbal material of advertising, meaning transfers from the culturally 

constituted world to the consumer good. If the advertising succeeds in creating the similarities 

between the two in the mind of the consumer, the good is now a concrete evidence of the 

cultural meaning the individual wishes to signal (McCracken, 1990).  
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The fashion system is more complicated instrument of meaning transfer. It transfers meaning 

through magazines, where the fashion world associates certain styles of consumer goods with 

established cultural categories and principles. The fashion system also transfers meaning 

through opinion leaders who help shape and refine the cultural meaning with their insights 

into cultural innovations, changes in style, value and attitude. The lesser standing individuals 

imitate what these opinion leaders do (McCracken, 1986).  

Advertising and the fashion system in Iceland, including opinion leaders, shaped the culture 

of luxurious lifestyle as very attractive and even made it into something so very common, the 

majority of the nation started to imitate it. The cultural meaning of luxury was transferred 

from the culturally constituted world to the luxury car brands through these rituals.  

The radical reform of the cultural meaning is also a part of the fashion world as a meaning 

transfer where groups radically reform their cultural norms (McCracken, 1986). The cultural 

norms in Iceland are very much different today than before the recession. It is not as attractive 

to flash luxury items and the culture of luxury lifestyle is not as attractive today.  

2.2.3 CONSUMER GOODS 

To demonstrate how our lives are constructed we use consumer goods. As McCracken (1987) 

states: “Consumer goods, in their anticipation, choice, purchase and possession, are an 

important source of the meanings with which we construct our lives” (p. 122). High-

involvement product categories, such as luxury cars, serve as media for expression of the 

cultural meaning that constitutes our world (McCracken, 1986).  

It is a powerful notion that “we are what we have” as Belk states in Possession and Extended 

Self (Belk, 1988). When the consumer claims that something is “his/hers”, he/she also 

believes that the object is “him/her” (Belk, 1988). Cultural meaning can be evident or hidden 

to the consumer. The cultural meaning of luxury cars would be considered evident to the 

consumer. He/she consciously sees and manipulates the status it holds (McCracken, 1986). If 

a luxury car is considered as a part of self, the loss of the car is experienced as a lessening of 

self (Belk, 1988).  

Consumers of luxury items and as here is focused on, luxury cars, might experience losing 

their status and the cultural meaning they want to signal, if they stop driving luxury car 

brands. Therefore it might be difficult for the consumers of luxury car brands to change to 

brands that do not hold the cultural meaning of luxury.  
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If the meaning of luxury changes in the minds of the consumers, this might not be a problem 

for them. An example of this could be the change in cultural meaning of luxury items as 

experienced in Iceland. Today it is not attractive to signal luxury lifestyle and even something 

consumers avoid. This negative meaning associated with luxury items, such as luxury car 

brands, makes the decision to purchase a car, which does not carry the symbol of luxury, 

easier. This will be investigated further in the research.  

2.2.4 MEANING TRANSFER: GOOD TO CONSUMER 

To move the meaning that consumer goods hold from the good and into the life of the 

consumer, we must use rituals or social interactions. Douglas and Isherwood (1996) compare 

our rituals to the ones used in tribal society in the book The World of Goods. They state: “As 

for tribal society, so too for us: rituals serve to contain the drift of meanings”  (p. 65). Rituals 

are a powerful tool to manipulate cultural meaning. McCracken (1990) talks about four types 

of rituals: exchange, possession, grooming, and divestment rituals.  

2.2.4.1 Exchange Rituals 
Exchange rituals are i.e. birthday and holiday rituals where the consumer buys a product and 

gives it to another person. Exchanging gifts is a process of meaning transfer. The gift includes 

the meaningful properties the gift giver wishes to transfer to the receiver (Batey, 2008). The 

gift giver has chosen the gift with meaningful properties that are transferred to the gift-

receiver and it contains symbolic properties that the giver offers the receiver to absorb 

(McCracken, 1990). The gift-giving consumer is therefore an agent of meaning transfer to the 

extent that they “selectively distribute goods with specific properties to individuals who may 

or may not have chosen them otherwise” (McCracken, 1986, p. 78). Since consumers of 

luxury car brands are being investigated, and a luxury car is not a common birthday or 

Christmas gift, exchange rituals do not apply to this particular research. 

2.2.4.2 Possession Rituals 
The time consumers spend on cleaning, discussing, comparing, showing off and 

photographing the consumer good is a part of process of claiming ownership over the 

possession concerned. The claiming also includes the attempt to draw from it the qualities that 

the marketing forces of the world of goods have given to the product. The product holds the 

desired cultural meaning it has been marked with by the consumer (McCracken, 1990). If the 

consumer manages to spread the possession rituals and transfer the cultural meaning of the 

product, the consumer can use the good as a marker of time, space and occasion. For example 
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consumers of luxury car brands can seek to transform meaning through customization and 

personalization, from their own world of luxurious lifestyle to the newly purchased car and 

encode it with personal meaning (Batey, 2008).  

The consumer uses the possession rituals to “move cultural meaning out of their goods and 

into their lives” (McCracken, 1986, p. 79). The cultural meaning of a luxury car is transferred 

through these rituals into the consumer’s life when he/she shows off the shiny and clean status 

symbol that makes the consumer believe he/she belongs to the cultural category of luxury 

lifestyle.  

2.2.4.3 Grooming Rituals 
Continual process of meaning transfer is necessary if the cultural meaning from the good is of 

perishable nature. The consumer will here use grooming rituals to take necessary steps in 

insuring that the perishable properties are coaxed out of their good and made to live in the life 

of the consumer or, in the case of cars, it is not the consumer that needs the grooming, but the 

good. The consumer cultivates the meaningful properties in the car rather than himself, with 

constant maintenance (McCracken, 1990). An example is the extraordinary time some people 

spend on lavishing their cars and even more so if the car is a status symbol of luxury. 

McCracken (1986) states that: “This type of grooming ritual supercharges the object so that it, 

in turn, may transfer special heightened properties to an owner” (p. 79).  

2.2.4.4 Divestment Rituals 
When meaning is drawn from goods, people start associating goods with their own personal 

properties. Divestment rituals are used to avoid confusion between the good and the 

consumer. When a consumer purchases for example a previously owned car, the ritual is used 

to erase the meaning associated with the previous owner (McCracken, 1986). Cleaning the car 

and adding some new features are examples of removing the meaning created by previous 

owner and claiming it for themselves. The other purpose for divestment ritual is when the 

consumer gives away or sells his good. The consumer attempts to erase the meaning he/she 

associates with the good. “The good therefore must be emptied before passing along and 

cleared again of meaning when taken on” (McCracken, 1990, p. 87). 

All the rituals discussed are used to transfer the meaning attached to goods to the consumers 

that choose the goods to identify their culture. As noted earlier, the culturally constituted 

world transfers meaning to goods, which then is transferred, with help of the rituals, to each 
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individual consumer. What cultural meaning each consumer wishes to signal is up to him and 

his desired identity and cultural principles.  

The possession rituals and grooming rituals fit here since the transfer of cultural meaning 

from the culture of luxury lifestyle to the luxury car brands moves through these rituals rather 

than the exchange and divestment rituals. The advantages of understanding the appropriate 

rituals create an understanding of how consumers in Iceland signal the desired image and 

identity through car purchase.  

2.2.5 INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER 

As McCracken (1986) put it: “Cultural meaning is used to define and orient the individual in 

ways that we are only beginning to appreciate” (p. 80). The individual consumer defines 

himself with the systematic appropriation of the meaningful properties of goods. The rituals 

help him identify which properties he/she wishes to be associated with. It must also be kept in 

mind that the consumer is not only a passive receiver of the meaning he/she associates with 

the good, he/she also participates in its creation (Batey, 2008). As it was in Iceland before the 

recession, the consumers of luxury car brands were not only purchasing the cultural meaning 

of luxury, but also signalling the luxury to others and creating meaning that was considered 

attractive at the time.  

The meaning properties of the same consumer good can vary in time. An economic downturn, 

as experienced in Iceland, is likely to change the meaning that resides in the culturally 

constituted world and therefore the meaning of luxury that was transferred to goods before the 

recession does not necessarily do so today. The instruments of advertising and fashion 

systems have changed from what it was and therefore the meaning of luxury that resides in 

goods is likely to have changed in Iceland during the recession. This will be investigated with 

the theory of the culturally constituted world in mind.  

It is important to understand the movement of meaning and the instruments that transfers the 

meaning to understand how the meaning of luxury was created and signalled before the 

recession in Iceland. The advantages of the model of Movement of Meaning for the purpose 

of this research is how it demonstrates the culture of luxury lifestyle when consumers 

experience changes in living conditions and how meaning changes parallel with the culture.  

However, the disadvantage of the model is how it disregards the information search prior to 

purchase and that the consumer makes the purchase decision not only because of the cultural 
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meaning the product holds but also because of its utility. This will be discussed further later in 

the chapter and the two paradigms combined when theory of information is described.  

2.3 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MEANINGS 
The meanings that consumers ascribe to consumer goods contribute to the value of the 

product beyond economic value. The meanings an individual assigns to his/her possessions 

are private and the meanings ascribed by others in the society are public. As we grow up we 

get more integrated into society and we start realizing that goods have associations that give 

them meaning apart from physical attributes (Batey, 2008).  

Characteristics of consumers often reflect in their possessions. Richens (1994b) did a research 

on consumers low and high in materialism to investigate how possessions express consumers 

(owners) material value. The investigation examined characterization, which includes values 

of the owner, and communication, which refers to how possessions signal the owner’s values. 

Consumers high in materialism buy their goods publicly and consumers low in materialism 

buys their goods privately. 

2.3.1 PUBLIC MEANINGS 

The public meaning of a product is that which is assigned by outside observers or in other 

words, the society at large (Batey, 2008). The meaning members of the society subscribe to 

the product may differ, but the general population or social subgroups are likely to agree on 

the products meaning. These elements constitute the shared public meaning of the product 

(Richins, 1994a).  

Although public meaning of some goods are constant over time, meaning of others are more 

dynamic. They reflect changes in popular perceptions and culture and are prone to 

modification. When possessions are associated with a highly visible social subgroup they are 

likely to take on a new meaning (Richins, 1994a). For example, the luxurious lifestyle was 

very visible in Iceland before the recession since the good living conditions allowed more 

people to buy luxury items such as luxury cars. The luxurious lifestyle also had the public 

meaning of being successful and doing well in life. When consumers go through changes in 

financial capability and purchasing power, it is likely that brand meaning changes. Hence the 

public meaning of luxury items such as luxury cars is likely to change during recession.  

The instruments of meaning transfer have reframed the meaning of luxury cars. Big part of 

consumers of luxury car brands before the recession made the purchase, to some extent, 
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because of the public meaning it represented. The public meaning the society ascribed to 

luxury goods before the recession, influenced consumers of luxury car brands in many ways. 

Since the purchase behaviour of consumers has changed dramatically in Iceland during the 

recession, the society is likely to assign new public meaning to luxury products. If the public 

meaning has been changed, consumers may still buy luxury cars but for another reason. The 

car purchase will be associated with another meaning than before.  

2.3.2 PRIVATE MEANINGS 

The sum of the subjective meaning of a good forms the private or personal meaning of the 

possession to the owner. Such meanings include elements of public meaning but the personal 

history of the owner is more important (Richins, 1994a). The symbolic value of the good may 

be public, such as the recognition that luxury cars are expensive, but a luxury car may also 

contain meaning that is not known by others than the owner of the car (Richins, 1994a). 

Repeated interaction with the possession transfers private meaning to the owner (Batey, 

2008). The good memories shared with the possession and the compliments received about it 

give private meaning to the owner (Richins, 1994a). Thus it might be hard for consumers in 

Iceland to switch from the luxury car brand during recession if the possession holds strong 

private meaning in the mind of the consumer.  

Public and private meanings are likely to differ in influence on consumers. In her paper, 

Valuing Things: The Public and Private Meanings of Possessions, Richins (1994a) discusses 

the difference in influence public and private meaning has on consumers:  

“Because of the consensual nature of public meanings, they influence the kinds of 

possessions that people choose to communicate aspects of themselves to others. 

Public meanings are also likely to have an important influence in shaping desire, 

in determining the types of things people hope to acquire. Private meanings, on 

the other hand, are more important in determining consumers’ feelings about 

things they already possess” (p. 506).  

As stated before, it can be assumed that the reason for car purchase is for the utilitarian value, 

but a luxury car has a significance that goes beyond that. A car is very visible and therefore an 

ideal status symbol. Driving a luxury car is a form of identity and self-expression which helps 

the owner in creating the desired image of a successful person that can allow him/herself 
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luxury. Therefore it is an interesting aspect to investigate how public meaning influenced 

consumers of luxury car brands in Iceland before the recession and during it.  

Empirical studies through the years have put emphasis on self-reports on the meaning of the 

consumers products or reason for value. These studies only provide information about private 

meaning of the possession but ignore the role of public meaning (Richins, 1994a). Private 

meaning of possessions tends to be more complex and idiosyncratic than public meaning and 

it is almost necessary to include some form of self-report in a research on private meaning 

(Richins, 1994a). Consumers may not have cognitive access to why they value a possession 

and self-reports are subject to social desirability and other factors which causes limitations of 

data since the respondents may consciously or unconsciously edit their responses (Richins, 

1994a). Richins (1994a) states that: “By examining public meaning as well as private ones, a 

researcher may obtain a more complete picture of a possession‘s meaning and value, both to 

individuals and to society at large” (p. 508).  

For the purpose of this research and to answer the research questions there will be put more 

emphasis on investigating public meaning than private meaning. I believe that the decision-

making of purchasing a luxury car brand before the recession in Iceland was mostly based on 

the public meaning associated with luxury.  

A property of a good or possession can influence both public and private meanings. A car is 

useful and important transportation which is evident for both the owner of a car and most 

observers. Thus the utilitarian value of a luxury car has both private and public meanings 

(Richins, 1994a). 

In the research I will investigate if the public meaning of luxury car brands has changed and 

their private meaning had in mind as the private meaning that the luxury car holds for the 

consumer may be a factor in the decision to switch from luxury brands during financial 

changes.  

The theory of meaning is important for the research as it helps in understanding why 

consumers choose luxury products and brands to signal their status. Therefore this has been 

chosen as a pivotal point for the research and will be the main focus in creating new 

knowledge about the meaning of luxury in the mind of the consumer when experiencing 

financial downturn.  
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2.4 LUXURY AS A LIFESTYLE 
Culture is shaped by consumption and consumption is shaped by culture. As stated before, the 

culture each consumer belongs to creates the meaning of consumer goods and how the 

meaning transfers through the society to the consumer (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & 

Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). Through the years before the recession in Iceland, the 

good living conditions and the easy access to money resulted in a very fast development of 

high standard lifestyle of the citizens. It became harder for people to show their status and to 

differentiate from others. The luxurious lifestyle became more attractive than ever.  

Luxury goods differentiate people from a normal lifestyle. They represent the competence and 

achievements of the consumer and therefore are used as instruments to show desired identity 

and self-notions (Richins, 1994a). Vickers & Renand (2003) explored to which extent luxury 

goods exhibit a distinctive mix of three important “dimensions of instrumental performance in 

terms of functionalism, experientalism and symbolic interactionism” (p. 459). 

Functional needs are those that influence the information search of how to solve the problem 

the consumer is confronted with, or prevents it from happening (Agar 2003) and relate to 

providing consumers with necessary functions or allowing them to lead a more efficient life 

(Richins, 1994a). A product with functional dimension is therefore the most rational reason 

for purchase and refers to the products ability to satisfy utility needs (Vickers & Renand, 

2003).  

The experientialism refers to the need for the product to provide sensory pleasure and the 

symbolic interactionism describes how people use products to fulfil the need of self-

enhancement, role position and group membership (Vickers & Renand, 2003).  

Symbolic interactionism is closely related to the use of products as tools to signal their 

cultural principles that categorizes the consumers of luxury goods to the desired cultural 

category. A good that exhibits symbolic interactionism can be defined as holding properties 

that enables the consumer to be associated with a desired group, such as, in this case luxury as 

a lifestyle (Vickers & Renand, 2003). Although it is assumed that the glamour of the luxury 

lifestyle has been diminished and is not as attractive to be associated with today.  

This will be investigated further in this particular research. The mix of functionalism and 

symbolic interactionism would fit this research since the purchase of luxury cars in Iceland 

through the years 2005-2010. The trade-off between the two is likely to have changed since 
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before recession, the symbolic interaction was more important but today it is likely that the 

utility of the car is what consumers are more concerned with.  

In the article The Market for Luxury Goods: Income versus Culture, Dubois and Duquesne 

(1993) compared the power of income versus culture in the context of the market for luxury 

goods. They discuss luxury goods as expensive and “identified as such by the market and 

even more so when one considers them to be “trivial” products, without any clear functional 

advantage over their “non-luxury” counterparts” (p. 36). They also state that it has been 

assumed through the years that income plays a dominant role of luxury consumption. The 

research they conducted revealed a strong link between a positive attitude towards cultural 

change and consumption of luxury goods which indicates how people buy luxury items, such 

as luxury car brands, for what they symbolize (Dubois & Duquesne, 1993), and how they 

serve as media for expression of desired cultural meaning (McCracken, 1986). This will be 

investigated in the research. 

Adding to this Dubois et al. (2005) later did an empirical study, where they segmented 

consumers in three segments based on their attitudes toward luxury. This was an exploratory 

study based on data through in-depth interviews, which will be the methodology in this 

research as well. The three segments stated were:  

“Elitist”  which has traditional vision of luxury as appropriate only for a small group of 

educated people with good taste and enables them to differentiate from others (Dubois, 

Czellar, & Laurent, 2005).  

“Democratic”, offers a more modern attitude towards luxury as open to larger audience, no 

education needed and luxury “is neither synonymous with a narrow and selective idea of 

“good taste” nor an instrument of differentiation from others” (Dubois, Czellar, & Laurent, 

2005, p. 121). Luxury is enjoyed for pleasure. 

“Distance”  is the last segment presented. They believe luxury is a world they do not belong 

to. Luxury does not attract them and on average they dream less about it, do not think it 

makes life beautiful and are less interested in it. These tendencies lead them to have more 

negative attitude towards luxury such as being useless and too expensive. They also would not 

feel at ease in a luxury shop and would feel being disguised if they would use luxury goods. 

Thus they are strangers to luxury (Dubois, Czellar, & Laurent, 2005).  
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All of the three segments, in line with prior research, perceived luxury goods as both hedonic 

(bought for pleasure) and symbolic (reveal who you are) (Dubois, Czellar, & Laurent, 2005). 

The first two appreciate luxury and luxury lifestyle, in different ways though, while the third 

one does not wish to be associated with it. Consumers of luxury car brands in Iceland would 

fall into the category of “elitist” since it is assumed that the purchase was made as an attempt 

to differentiate from others. Although the statement of “elitists” being a small group of 

educated people does not apply here since the easy access to loans in Iceland before recession 

created an opportunity for the average consumer to purchase a luxury car brand.  

Before the recession in Iceland, through the years of 2005 to early 2008, average homes had 

increased their expenditure dramatically, not only because of higher income, but also because 

of the easy access to loans. The consumption in general was tremendous and it seemed like 

people were competing with their next door neighbour in showing how good their life was 

and how successful they were.  

This is not at all a new assumption. In 1950, Leibenstein did an analysis on people’s desire to 

wear, buy, do, consume, and behave like their fellows and join the crowd. Or as he states, to 

“be one of the boys” (Leibenstein, 1950). He decides to call this type of mob motivations the 

“bandwagon effect” (Leibenstein, 1950). He also talks about how “snobs” buy exclusive 

items, such as luxury items, as an attempt to differentiate from others, whilst “followers” 

purchase them to be identified with a reference group (Leibenstein, 1950), such as here 

analysed, the culture of luxury lifestyle. His analysis relates to the situation in Iceland before 

the recession where the culture of luxury lifestyle was an attractive category to be associated 

with.  

2.4.1 CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION 

In his book The Theory of the Leisure Class from 1899, Thorstein Veblen introduced the 

term, conspicuous consumption. Conspicuous consumption refers to high expenditures on 

goods that symbolize wealth and status. Veblen (1899) states: “Since the consumption of 

these more excellent goods is an evidence of wealth, it becomes honorific; and conversely, the 

failure to consume in due quantity and quality becomes a mark of inferiority and demerit” (p. 

74).  

Truong (2010) conducted a study in France that showed that external expectations are more 

related to conspicuous consumption than quality search and private pleasure. This suggests 
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that consumers that are influenced externally (public meaning) buy luxury items mainly as 

conspicuous consumption (Truong). In contrast, internal expectations are more related to 

private pleasure and quality search (private meaning), “ suggesting that these consumers are 

more focused on their own pleasure of ownership than on the display of conspicuous 

consumption” (Truong, 2010, p. 653). Consumers with extrinsic goals are concerned and 

motivated by perception from others and the desire to be praised whilst intrinsic goals refer to 

the satisfaction and the personal meaning of the purchase (Truong, 2010).  

In their article, Conspicuous consumption versus utilitarian ideals: How different levels of 

power shape consumer behavior, Rucker and Galinsky (2009) conducted a research on how 

power affects consumption. They concluded that consumers with no power are motivated to 

restore power with conspicuous consumption that signals status while on the contrary 

consumers with high level of power prefer quality and personal benefits (Rucker & Galinsky, 

2009). These two groups can also be called high and low self-monitors. The consumers that 

are considered high self-monitors are described as consumers that are more concerned about 

how they are perceived by others and focus more on their image and status. In contrast 

consumers considered low self-monitors are less concerned about opinions of others and 

focus more on their own internal desires, which leads to a purchase of a more utilitarian 

nature (Rucker & Galinsky, 2009).  

Thus it is an interesting aspect to investigate if consumers move from the external 

expectations towards internal ones during a recession and if the conspicuous consumption 

becomes less important. It is also interesting to investigate further if consumer experiencing 

financial downturn move from being high self-monitors, that consume conspicuously, to 

being low self-monitors and consume more for a utility purpose. Veblen (1899) stated that 

conspicuous consumption is a sign of wealth and with diminished purchase power and 

increased unemployment rate in Iceland, signalling wealth does not seem appropriate during 

the recession.  

Chaudhuri and Majumdar (2010) investigated Conspicuous Consumption with a more 

contemporary perspective. They discuss the importance of sociological process of symbols 

and how they are introduced into the society. The socialization process helps consumers agree 

on shared meanings of symbols and to interpret symbols individually. The symbolic meanings 

created are then used “to construct, maintain, and express each of her/his multiple identities” 
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(Chaudhuri & Majumdar, p. 55). Consumers that are driven by this social value intend to 

purchase products that communicate the desired social image and seek appraisal from others.  

Holman (1981) discussed three factors of social communication of products, with their 

visibility, variability and how they personalize people. The personalization refers to how the 

use of the product can be associated with the desired image of the consumer and how the 

product has to be consumed conspicuously to have this personality association. The social 

visibility and the symbolic meaning of the product helps the consumer categorize him/her and 

express his/her multiple identities (Chaudhuri & Majumdar, 2010). Chaudhuri and Majumdar 

(2010) argue that conspicuous consumption can among other things be proposed as objects 

that are valued “for their symbolic communicative property rather than their intrinsic 

functional utility” (p. 57). 

A financial recession forces consumers to reconsider their purchase decisions and therefore 

the symbolic communicative property becomes less important. What Chaudhuri and 

Majumdar (2010) argue is relevant for this research as before, the consumption of luxury car 

brands in Iceland were conspicuous but today consumers are likely to consider more the 

functional utility of the car. This will be investigated further.  

2.5 PERCEIVED RISK AND INVOLVEMENT OF PURCHASE 
The consumer faces many various purchase decisions. The risk of purchasing or using a 

product can either be a financial risk, which refers to how expensive the product is, or a 

psychological risk, which is connected to the personal and social associations of the product 

(Percy & Elliot, 2005). When consumers perceive risk in purchasing a product, they are likely 

to need more conviction of making the right decision. If there is a perceived risk the decision 

is described as high involvement (Percy & Elliot, 2005), which refers to how involved the 

consumer is in the purchase decision. Since a purchase of a car carries both financial and 

psychological risks, it can be considered as a high-involvement purchase. For seriously 

wealthy people the financial risk might not be as much as for others and for people not 

concerned about the perception of others, the psychological risk is not at hand.  

The level of perceived risk may have changed during the recession in Iceland. Perceived 

financial risk is related to financial circumstances (Percy & Elliot, 2005), hence the easy 

access to low rated loans before made the financial risk of purchasing a luxury car brand 

lower than today. On the contrary, the psychological risk was probably higher than it is today 
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since it can be assumed that the focus on cultural meaning of luxury items has changed. 

Before recession the psychological risk of not signalling the desired image or the product not 

carrying the cultural meaning the consumer wished to be associated with was higher than 

today. Although status symbols may differ from culture to culture (Chaudhuri & Majumdar, 

2010), in this research the focus is on the culture of luxurious lifestyle which was very wide 

spread in Iceland before recession. The importance of showing off a status symbol such as 

luxury car brand before may not be as attractive in the Icelandic society today since the living 

conditions have changed dramatically.  

The theory of financial risk and psychological risk carries advantages very useful for the 

purpose of this research. Although since the psychological risk is considered more relevant 

when investigating the meaning and decision-making before recession and the financial risk 

more relevant during the recession in Iceland, the use of the two will differ in volume over the 

time frame of the research.  

It is important to understand the theory of risk involved in purchasing a luxury car as the risk 

perceived by the consumer influences the purchase decision. When consumers experience 

good living conditions and lose all sense of money value, as many consumers in Iceland 

experienced before recession, the financial risk is not likely to be a factor in the decision 

making. Since the culture of luxury lifestyle was dominant and very attractive to most 

consumers, it was rather the psychological risk that determines the decision of purchasing a 

luxury car brand. In the research it is investigated how the change in culture and the influence 

of changes in living conditions effects luxury consumption and therefore the theory of risk 

creates a foundation for understanding this.  

2.6 DECISION MAKING PROCESS 
Solomon et al. consider a consumer purchase as a response to a problem, where the consumer 

goes through a decision making process to find a solution (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & 

Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). One of the dominant factors in consumer research is the 

fact that the consumer is defined as someone constantly seeking information in order to make 

the most rational purchase decision. The consumer is considered information-centred. As we 

have discussed in earlier chapters, the meanings ascribed to consumer goods are important as 

well, and therefore the theory of information will be combined with the theory of meaning we 

have discussed up until now. The theory of meaning defines the consumer as someone who 

seeks cultural meaning associated with the products and brands considered for purchase.  
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McCracken (1987) argued in his article Advertising: Meaning or Information? that the 

information processing model is unable to successfully content with the cultural context and 

project of consumption. He also states that the meaning-based decision model is unable to 

content with certain aspects of the individual responses and cannot do everything that the 

information-based model can.  

I agree with his statement although I think the two combined would create a perfect model for 

decision-making in a high involvement purchase such as the purchase of a car. Therefore I 

have decided to combine the two paradigms and discuss the decision-making model based on 

both the theory of meaning and theory of information. I believe this is not only possible but 

also necessary to be able to understand the change in decision-making that occurs during 

dramatic changes in consumers living conditions.  

The purchase of a car is of a high involvement nature with perceived financial and 

psychological risks, as previously discussed, and therefore it can be assumed that the 

consumer spends some time investigating before making the purchase. The consumer seeks 

information and the decision is based on the evaluation of the information collected. Here the 

consumer is considered information-centred; the consumer is defined as someone who seeks 

information to make choices between consumer goods (McCracken, 1987). He/she needs 

information to be able to evaluate which alternatives reduce the risk involved. When the risk 

of the car purchase is perceived as financial, the consumer seeks information about the utility 

of the car and evaluates what alternatives fulfil the need with as minimum financial risk as 

possible. When the perceived risk is psychological the consumer looks for the right cultural 

meaning, both private and public, associated with alternatives. To be able to make the right 

decision and reduce the psychological risk the consumer needs to seek information, even 

though the decision is mainly based on the meaning the product carries. Here it is evident how 

important it is to combine the two paradigms.   
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Buying a new car can be looked at as a process. Solomon et al. (2006) present an overview of 

a decision-making process.  

 

(Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006, p. 258) 

Figure 2-2. Stages in consumer decision-making 

The traditional decision making perspective assumes that the consumer makes an informed 

decision after gathering as much data as he/she needs (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & 

Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006), which therefore indicates that the consumer makes a 

rational decision in the end. As discussed, it is also important to bear in mind the meaning 

engaged in the product, since a car is a very visible status symbol and ideal for signalling the 

cultural category of a consumer. Since the research aims to investigate if the meaning of 

luxury has changed, it is additionally important to see if the decision process of a car purchase 

has changed and if the outcome perhaps has become more rational. Decision-making from a 

rational perspective indicates that the consumer carefully integrates as much information as 

possible with previous knowledge on the product and evaluates pros and cons until coming to 

the best conclusion (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). 

This of course includes the best solution regarding the financial and psychological risks 

involved.  
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The steps in Solomon et al. (2006) decision-making process will be followed in next chapters 

and the meaning of the product combined with it along the way. 

2.6.1 PROBLEM RECOGNITION 

First step is the problem recognition; the consumer faces a need he/she wishes to satisfy. 

What the consumer perceives as a problem may differ and does not necessarily refer to some 

utilitarian need to solve the problem. Solomon et al. (2006) state that: “A person who 

unexpectedly runs out of petrol on the motorway has a problem, as does the person who 

becomes dissatisfied with the image of his or her car, even though there may be nothing 

mechanically wrong with it” (p. 263). 

Although Solomon et al. do not mention the importance of including the cultural meaning of 

the product it is evident that the cultural meaning is a part of the decision-making process 

since they state that the problem does not need to be of a utilitarian nature but can also refer to 

the image the product signals. The cultural meaning of the product represents the cultural 

category the consumer wishes to be associated with, or in other words, the image. In this 

context, if the meaning the consumer wishes to signal changes, as may have happened with 

luxury items during the recession in Iceland since the luxury lifestyle is not as attractive as 

before, the cultural image and meaning of the product becomes a problem the consumer may 

wish to solve.  

2.6.2 INFORMATION SEARCH 

The second step of the process is information search, where the consumer seeks information 

to simplify the decision. Information search is done by the consumer to survey the 

environment for appropriate data to make a decision (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & 

Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). When the need for a car is recognized the consumer 

searches the marketplace for specific information. This process is called pre-purchase search. 

The purchase of a car is a high involvement purchase so the decision involves extensive 

search. The search can be internal or/and external. 

Internal search: The consumer scans his/her own memories about product alternatives. The 

mind of the consumer is filled with memories of prior information flow and purchases. The 

desired culture and cultural meaning would be to some extent considered internal knowledge 

kept in the internal database of the consumer.  
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External search: The consumer supplements his internal knowledge with information 

obtained from friends, family, advertising and other outsiders that may contribute important 

information about the product (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer 

Behaviour, 2006). The information of what products and brands carry the desired meaning is 

obtained externally as the public meaning is created by outsiders.  

As stated before, the risk of purchasing or using a product can either be a financial risk which 

refers to how expensive the product is, or a psychological risk which is connected with the 

personal and social associations with the product (Percy & Elliot, 2005). Before the financial 

recession in Iceland, it was easy for people to get high loans with low payment rates so the 

perception of financial risk might have been less than today. Today the good living conditions 

and the easy access to loans is history and people need to think more off what they spend their 

money on. But as has been discussed, the culture of luxury lifestyle was dominant and luxury 

car brands were used by consumers in Iceland to signal status and success. Therefore 

consumers may have thought more about psychological risk when choosing car brand. On the 

contrary it is likely that the financial recession in Iceland has resulted in consumers being less 

worried about living the luxurious lifestyle and the meaning associated with the car they drive 

less important.  

It is important to understand the information search because the perceived financial risk is 

assumed to be what pressures consumers to conduct in a much deeper information search 

concerning utility factors of the car. In connection with the research, this is an important 

factor to understand since the changes in decision making are being investigated and the 

information search prior to purchasing a car has most definitely changed in Iceland. The 

importance of combining the theory of meaning and the theory of information is evident here 

since McCracken (1987) disregards the fact that even though a decision is based on the 

meaning the product signals, the consumer must conduct in an information search to some 

extent to create enough knowledge about what culture the product is associated with.  

2.6.3 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The third step is to evaluate the alternatives, by comparing different approaches to satisfy the 

need and evaluate which one is the best choice to fulfil expectations. The products that are 

taken into consideration are categorized, where the products that hold the same features and 

belong within the same category are compared (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, 

Consumer Behaviour, 2006).  
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The products can be categorized because of the cultural meaning they hold and therefore 

alternatives which bear the same cultural meaning are evaluated and compared, such as luxury 

car brands that hold the meaning the consumer wishes to be associated with. Although 

consumers of luxury car brands in Iceland might have compared cars within the category of 

the desired cultural meaning before, they may categorize cars differently today. It can be 

assumed that the utility is more important when evaluating alternatives in car purchase today.  

2.6.4 PRODUCT CHOICE 

After evaluating alternatives, the consumer moves to the next step, product choice, where 

he/she chooses the good or service most likely to fulfil his/her need. The choice is influenced 

by the information collected in prior stages of the decision-making process. The consumer 

uses evaluative criteria when comparing the competing options. The criteria the consumer is 

confronted with can be i.e. functional features of the product, which fulfil his/her utilitarian 

needs, experiential features, which fulfils the need for feeling good about the product or 

determinant features, which are features that differentiate the product from other choices 

(Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006).  

2.6.5 THE OUTCOME 

The product choice leads the consumer to the fifth and last step with an outcome of purchase. 

With the high risk and high involvement of the purchase of cars, the decision involves 

extended problem-solving (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 

2006). This indicates that the consumer goes through extensive information search which 

includes i.e. surfing on the internet, talking to friends and family and other sources familiar 

with the product before going to the car dealer. If the perceived risk is of a psychological 

nature, I believe the information search is conducted so the consumer knows what product or 

brand to by to signal the desired image. This combines the cultural meaning of the purchase 

with the information search. The alternatives are then evaluated with strong beliefs and the 

consumer perceives significant difference between them (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & 

Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006) and chooses the good that diminishes the perceived risks 

involved. 

If the information search and the evaluation of alternatives does not solve the problem the 

consumer wishes to solve, he/she move to the top of the process and goes through the steps 

again to try and come to the conclusion that best fulfils the need.   
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The decision-making process serves as a perfect framework for investigating how the 

decision-making of a high involvement purchase changes during recession in financial 

circumstances. As stated before, the model has been adapted and the theory of meaning added 

for the purpose of this study, as I believe it is necessary to include the cultural meaning 

associated with a high involvement luxury purchase.  

2.7 THE STANDARD LEARNING HIERARCHY 
Through former research of attitude, a concept of hierarchy of effects has been developed. 

The hierarchies include the three components of attitude; affect, behaviour and cognition or 

beliefs. Affect refers to the consumers feelings towards a product, behaviour refers to the 

consumers intentions of buying the product (which does not necessarily result in a purchase) 

and cognition refers to the consumers beliefs about the product considered (Solomon, 

Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). 

One of three hierarchies Solomon et al. (2006) illustrate is the standard learning hierarchy. It 

is most relevant when consumers are highly involved in the purchase decision. The purchase 

of a new car is of a high involvement nature and therefore it can be related to the standard 

learning hierarchy. 

 

(Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006, p. 141) 

Figure 2-3. The standard learning hierarchy 

The hierarchy starts with a consumer being confronted with a purchase decision as a problem 

solving process, i.e. when the consumer considers a luxury car brand to fulfil the need for a 

car and solve the problem of signalling the right status and identity. The consumer first forms 

beliefs about the car brand he/she considers a possible purchase, and then continues by 

evaluating these beliefs and shapes a feeling towards the product. Based on his evaluation, the 

consumer either buys the product or moves to another brand (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, 

& Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006). The standard learning hierarchy, like the decision-

making process, assumes that the consumer is information-centred and seeks as much 
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information needed before he/she forms beliefs about the brand. The consumer evaluates the 

beliefs rationally before the feelings towards the product or brand evolve. And if the feelings 

are positive it is highly likely it will end up in a purchase.  

If a consumer of a luxury car brand is considered in the context of the standard learning 

hierarchy he would start of being confronted with a problem. As stated earlier, before the 

recession in Iceland the problem consumers of luxury car brands in Iceland were confronted 

with was most likely to signal the desired image. He/she then searched for information about 

the luxury brands and formed beliefs about them, evaluated his/her beliefs and bought the 

brand he/she believed would serve as the best status symbol. Therefore, although the model 

assumes that the consumer is information-centred and seeks to make a rational decision, it 

serves as well for the meaning-centred consumer, that makes the decision based on the 

meaning associated with the product.  

Solomon et al. consider consumers as problem-solvers. The standard learning hierarchy is 

described as a problem-solving process which the consumer creates attitude through and the 

stages in consumer decision making, as followed before, is the learning process before 

coming to a conclusion whether to buy or not (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, 

2006).  

In the research it will be investigated if consumers in Iceland go through a deeper and 

different information search today prior to purchasing a car. It is likely that the consumer 

makes a more informed decision based on rational arguments on the contrary to before 

recession when the decision was probably not financially rational. Although the decision 

might be more informed today than before it includes some form of cultural meaning since it 

might be considered a psychological risk to some extent to signal an unattractive image. 

Today it may be considered frowned upon to flash luxury.  

The two paradigms of meaning and information separately treat the consumer as someone 

who is meaning-centred or information-centred. To be able to fully understand the consumer 

and the process of decision-making I believe the two paradigms had to be combined.  

Below is the process of decision-making presented by Solomon et al. (2006) when the cultural 

meaning has been added as a part of the decision-making. 
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Figure 2-4. The new process of decision-making  

McCracken (1987) argues that the information processing approach “ignores the cultural 

context of consumption” (p. 122). He states that it defines the consumer as someone who is in 

constant information search and uses information to make the purchase decision. McCracken 

(1987) then introduces the meaning-based model of consumption where he explains how the 

consumer engages in a cultural project and makes the decision based on the cultural meaning 

the product signals.  

As discussed through the theoretical framework, the consumer seeks meaning in the product 

he considers to purchase. But it must not be ignored that to be able to signal the desired image 

and choose the product or brand with the meaning the consumer wishes to be associated with, 
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he/she must go through the decision-making process and conduct in an information search 

connected to the cultural meaning as well as the utility properties considered necessary.  

The consumer is to some extent information-centred, but he/she also makes decisions based 

on the meaning the product or brand signals. Therefore I believe the theory of meaning and 

the theory of information must be combined to be able to explain the decision-making process 

prior to the purchase of a car.  

The theory discussed in this chapter creates the framework for the research. The culture and 

the cultural meaning have been explained thoroughly and it has been argued what aspects fit 

best for this particular research. In the research I will investigate how these aspects change 

when society experiences dramatic change in living conditions.  

Understanding the culture of luxury lifestyle is important to be able to see if the importance of 

signalling luxury decreases and if the meaning of luxury changes during a financial turmoil.  

When consumers experience a financial reduction, their priorities change and therefore it is 

important to create an understanding of the changes in perceived risk of a high involvement 

purchase as the purchase of a car is.  

All the issues mentioned above effects the mindset of the consumer and the decision-making 

process prior to a car purchase. The combination of information-based and meaning-based 

decisions in the decision-making process will also be investigated further and included in the 

research. The two paradigms combined create a perfect framework for understanding a 

consumer experiencing changes in living conditions and the financial recession in Iceland is a 

perfect opportunity to do so.  

It has been argued through the chapter what the advantages and disadvantages of the theory 

discussed are and how it is adapted for this particular research. This theoretical framework 

therefore creates a perfect foundation for investigating what happens when the consumer goes 

through changes in living conditions and how the mindset changes when the culture 

surrounding the consumer changes. The theory chosen is considered most relevant for this 

particular research to answer the research questions.  
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3 METHODOLOGY 
The intention of the research is to investigate the meaning of luxury in the mind of the 

consumer before and during a recession and to get an insight into how a change in living 

conditions affects the decision process of consumption. In this chapter the methodology of the 

project will be described. It gives an overview of the theories and research methods used to 

answer the research questions.  

3.1 THE PHILOSOPHY AND PARADIGM OF THE RESEARCH 
To describe the methodology in the best way possible it will be based on the Saunders, Lewis 

and Thornhill‘s (2009) Research “Onion” presented in their book Research Methods for 

Business Students. The onion will be used as a framework for evaluating what research 

philosophy, approach, strategy, method and other research choices will fit best for this project. 

The figure below describes the research onion graphically.  

 

 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) 
Figure 3-1. The Research "Onion" 

The first layer of the onion consists of research philosophies. How the researcher understands 

and interprets the world is important for the decision of how the research will be conducted. 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), philosophy “contains important assumptions about the 

way in which you view the world” (p. 108). The philosophy chosen for the research gives 

support to how new knowledge is developed in this particular field. The philosophical 

commitment of the research must be clear for the researcher to know what to do and how to 

interpret the knowledge (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for Business 
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Students, 2009). Saunders et al. (2009) compare different research philosophies in their book. 

Here four of them will be described: 

Positivism: “If your research reflects the philosophy of positivism then you will probably 

adopt the philosophical stance of the natural scientist” (p. 113).   

Realism: A philosophy also used for scientific discovery. It is relevant when the aim of 

research is to demonstrate “that objects have an existence independent of the human mind” (p. 

114).   

Interpretivism: Relevant when it is necessary to understand the role of humans as social 

actors. This highlights the difference between people and material objects as research subject. 

“ The challenge here is to enter the social world of our research subjects and understand their 

world from their point of view” (p. 116). 

Pragmatism: If the research question in mind is not answered through the philosophy of 

positivism or interpretivism it confirms that pragmatism is the philosophy that best fits the 

research. Here the researcher can work with variations of research choices and methods 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for Business Students, 2009).  

Having read through the different types of philosophies it is evident that for this thesis the 

research philosophy can be considered of an interpretivism nature. The social world 

surrounding the research subjects is entered and understood from their point of view in order 

to meet the objectives of the research (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for 

Business Students, 2009). The interviewees that have been chosen and agreed to participate in 

the research are consumers of luxury car brands before financial recession. I, as a researcher, 

try to put myself in their footsteps and see their opinions and experiences from their point of 

view to be able to answer the research questions I have presented. 

The philosophy of interpretivism fits well the purpose of this thesis since the conclusions of 

the research are intended to give insight into the social world of consumers experiencing 

financial recession and reduction in living conditions. The conclusion will indicate how the 

change in financial conditions affects the cultural world, the meaning of consumer goods and 

how it signals cultural properties. It can also serve as a solid ground for further research.  

According to Saunders et al. (2009) paradigm is “ a way of examining social phenomena from 

which particular understandings of these phenomena can be gained and explanations 
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attempted” (p. 118). The researcher is concerned with understanding the fundamental 

meanings of the organisational life and wishes not to achieve change in the order of things but 

to understand and be able to explain what is going on in the social world of the research 

subjects. Since the aim of the research is to explain the changes that might occur through 

times of financial downturn the paradigm chosen for this research is the interpretive 

paradigm, in addition to the philosophical position it refers to (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2009).  

3.2 THE RESEARCH APPROACH 
The second layer of the research onion consists of the research approaches. Two different 

research approaches are presented by Saunders et al. (2009), deductive approach and inductive 

approach: 

Deductive approach: The theory of the project is developed and made clear before the 

research is conducted and the theory and hypothesis tested through the project. The theory is 

then modified if necessary in the light of the empirical findings. It is appropriate for larger 

samples and the collection of quantitative data. The deductive approach has been criticised 

because of the cause-effect link it makes between particular variables and permits no 

alternative explanations of what is going on (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research 

Methods for Business Students, 2009).  

Inductive approach: The data is collected and the theory developed from the analysis of the 

data. The inductive approach is appropriate for smaller samples and for qualitative research 

methods. It allows the researcher to create an understanding of the way humans interpret their 

social world. This approach enables the researcher to understand why something is happening 

instead of being able to describe what is happening (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research 

Methods for Business Students, 2009, p. 126).  

For the purpose of this research, a combination of the two research approaches will be used. 

The theory of the projected has been to a large extent developed prior to the research and then 

modified in the light of the empirical findings, which refers to the deductive approach. But the 

use of small sample of consumers of luxury car brands and qualitative data from in-depth 

interviews are the methods for the study and the aim to understand how the research subjects 

interpret their social world refers to the inductive approach (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

Research Methods for Business Students, 2009).   
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3.3 THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
The next three layers of the research onion; the research strategies, the research choices and 

the time horizons, focus on the design of the research and turning the research questions into 

an actual research project (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Subsequently the research 

question informs your choice of strategy, collection techniques and analysis procedures, and 

the time horizon for the project. The research design is a general plan of the procedure to be 

able to answer the research questions. It is important that the right research design is chosen 

for valid reasons (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

The purpose of this research is to investigate how meaning of luxury can change during 

financial turmoil and the changes in decision-making when consumers experience a decline in 

living conditions. It will be pursuit to answer following research questions. 

1. What effects do changes in living conditions have on culture and cultural 

meaning?  

2. Do changes in living conditions influence decision-making? 

The ways to answer the research questions can either be through exploratory, descriptive or 

explanatory studies. An exploratory study refers to approaching “ what is happening; to seek 

new insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new light” (Robson, 2002, p. 59). 

This description fits well to the purpose of this particular research since the research questions 

aim to answer what happens when consumers experience changes in living condition and to 

seek new insights in consumer behaviour during financial recession, hence an exploratory 

study is chosen.  

In the glossary chapter of Marketing Research by Shiu et al. (2009), an exploratory research 

design is described as following;  

Exploratory research: “Research designed to collect and interpret either secondary or 

primary data in an unstructured format using sometimes an informal set of procedures” (p. 

730). 

The great advantage of the exploratory design is how flexible it is and adaptable to change. 

The direction can change as a result of new data and new insights that occur to the researcher 

during the process of the project (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for 

Business Students, 2009). Due to the nature of the research questions and the research 

objectives of this study it is important to have flexibility since the aim is to analyze changes 
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over a period of time. The exploratory design allows the research to begin at a broad angle 

and narrow down as it develops without losing the direction to the initial enquiry (Saunders, 

Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for Business Students, 2009). 

3.4 THE RESEARCH STRATEGY 
The third layer of the onion consists of research strategies so the next step is to find what 

strategy fits the elements of this research the best. The choice of research strategy is guided by 

the research questions, the extent of existing knowledge, the amount of time and other 

resources available. Saunders et al. (2009) list several types of research strategies: 

• Experiment; 

• Survey; 

• Case study; 

• Action research; 

• Grounded theory; 

• Ethnography; 

• Archival research. 

In his book Real World Research, Robson (2002, pp. 145-146) defines a case study as “a 

strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a particular 

contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of evidence” (p. 

145). Since the aim is to investigate the contemporary influence of changes in living 

conditions this description fits the purpose of this study. The strategy of case study is 

therefore considered most appropriate.  

The case study strategy is ideal where the aim is to gain a rich understanding of the context of 

the research and it has considerable ability to answer “why” and “what” and “how” questions. 

This is the reason for case study often being used in exploratory studies such as this one.  

3.5 THE RESEARCH CHOICES 
The fourth layer of the Research Onion refers to the research choices in methods of data 

collection. Saunders et al. (2009) state that if the case study is chosen as strategy the use of 

triangulation of multiple sources of data is needed. Triangulation of data refers to combining 

data collection methods as research choices to corroborate research findings within a study 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for Business Students, 2009). Multiple 
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methods are useful if they provide better opportunities to answer the research questions and 

where they provide better vision of to what extent the findings of the research can be trusted.  

In this particular research the use of multiple methods is not considered necessary as the 

qualitative approach of in-depth interviews is considered to give the best opportunity to 

provide the findings needed to be able to answer the research questions. The use of 

quantitative method is not considered appropriate to collect the data needed, as the aim here is 

to investigate the meaning of luxury in the consumers mind. The challenge is to enter the 

social world of the research subjects and the qualitative method of in-depth interviews is 

considered the best technique to collect the data needed for this particular research. Therefore 

a mono method is chosen where there is a single data collection technique used with 

qualitative data analysis procedures (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for 

Business Students, 2009).  

Qualitative research methods are appropriate here since the aim of the research is to identify a 

business problem and to obtain preliminary insights into the personality, attitudinal, emotional 

and motivational factors that affect marketplace behaviour (Shiu, Hair, Bush, & Ortinau, 

2009). It is also ideal for investigating the consumers mind in order to get a rough idea of the 

person‘s perspective. Qualitative data is collected to get the consumer to communicate 

feelings, thoughts, intentions and behaviour that took place during the decision process of 

buying a luxury car. These are attributes that cannot be directly observed or measured and can 

only be collected through qualitative research (Aaker, Kumar, & Day, 2004). 

3.6 THE TIME HORIZON 
The fifth layer of the research onion consists of the time horizons that must be chosen for the 

research. The time horizon chosen for a research depends on whether the research is a 

snapshot of a particular time, which is called a cross-sectional study, or a study of change and 

development over time which is called longitudinal study. Although this study investigates the 

changes in cultural meaning over time it falls under the category of cross-sectional study 

because it is a study of a particular phenomenon based on interviews conducted over a short 

period of time (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, Research Methods for Business Students, 

2009). Since this is an academic research project, there are certain time limits and the 

longitudinal study requires bigger time frame.  
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3.7 DATA COLLECTION 
The innermost layer of the onion consists of the data collection and the analysis of the data 

collected for the research. Both secondary and primary data is collected for the purpose of this 

research. Secondary data being information previously collected for other purpose than this 

research and primary data being firsthand raw data that is yet to be interpreted and used to 

help analyze current research problem (Shiu, Hair, Bush, & Ortinau, 2009).  

In addition to the primary data collected, secondary data is necessary to understand the subject 

at hand and the theoretical background of the consumer behaviour investigated. As stated 

before, secondary data is data that has been collected for some other purpose than this 

particular research. This includes both qualitative and quantitative data that is used in the 

introduction of the research and in the descriptive part of the theoretical framework for the 

study. The theoretical framework is based on literature review of documentary secondary data 

which includes written documents such as journals, books and newspaper articles (Saunders, 

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2003).  

As discussed before the primary data collection technique argued to fit best for this particular 

research is the qualitative method of in-depth interviews.  

3.7.1 IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS 
Since the aim is to investigate the meaning of luxury and how the culture and the cultural 

meaning can change during decline in living conditions the qualitative method of in-depth 

interview is considered the best one to obtain the information needed.  

Shiu et al. (2009) state, that in-depth interview is “a formalized process in which a well-

trained interviewer asks a subject a set of predetermined and probing questions usually in a 

face-to-face setting” (p. 205). 

The in-depth interviewing as a research method is used because of following benefits: 

• It is flexible. 

• It enables the interviewer to ask questions on a wide variety of topics. 

• The question-and-answer process gives flexibility to collect data not only on the 

activities and behaviour of the subject but also on attitudes and motivations that 

underlie those behaviours. 
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• It allows the researcher to collect detailed data with probing questions. Shiu et. al. 

(2009) state that probing questions are: “ Questions that result when an interviewer 

takes the subject’s initial response to a question and uses that response as a framework 

for the next question (the probing question) in order to gain more detailed responses” 

(p. 208).  

A great reason for choosing this method is also the fact that the interviewer can ask the same 

question several times, re-formulated until the information required is collected. Consumers 

often have difficulty pointing out why they like something and the reason for purchasing a 

product. This is why marketing researchers often use the technique of in-depth interview to 

create an understanding of the unconscious motives (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, 

Consumer Behaviour, 2006).  

There are several types of interviews; structured interviews, semi-structured interviews, 

unstructured interviews and non-directive interviews. For this research the semi-structured 

interview has been chosen. They are non-standardized and frequently used in a qualitative 

research like this one. This means that the order of the questions can be changed depending on 

the direction of the interview. Corbetta (2003) explains semi-structured interviews as follows:  

“The order in which the various topics are dealt with and the wording of the 

questions are left to the interviewer‘s discretion. Within each topic, the 

interviewer is free to conduct the conversation as he thinks fit, to ask the questions 

he deems appropriate in the words he considers best, to give explanation and ask 

for clarification if the answer is not clear, to prompt the respondent to elucidate 

further if necessary, and to establish his own style of conversation” (p. 270).  

This way the interview is more flexible, which enables the interviewer to collect the data 

needed and ensures that all relevant themes are dealt with. The guidelines set boundaries, but 

fortunately the interviewer is able to change the wording of the questions as well as what 

themes should be investigated in greater depth (Corbetta, 2003). The aim of the interview is to 

cover a specific list of topics and align with the exploratory nature of this research.  

When the interviews were conducted I tried to create as relaxed atmosphere as possible and 

the interviews were more like a conversation between two people that were interested in the 

same thing, car purchase and luxury brands, than an interview as such. The semi-structured 

nature of the interviews and the flexibility of the interviews allowed me to create this relaxed 
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atmosphere and surroundings and I was free to conduct the conversations as I thought would 

fit best to get the information needed from each and everyone of the interviewees. Hence the 

interviews felt more like a general chat between two equals rather than an interview.  

The interview guide, later in the methodology chapter, will describe further how the 

interviews were conducted. 

3.8 DATA ANALYSIS 
Qualitative data refers to non-numeric data that have not been quantified, like for example 

transcripts of in-depth interviews such as conducted in this particular research. To make this 

data useful it needs to be analysed and understood (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

There is a great danger of logic leaps and false assumptions when the data is being analysed. 

Here the researcher moves from a mountain of data to a position of writing a set of 

conclusions that are presented coherently. This is both intellectually challenging and highly 

creative and exciting process (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

I started off by familiarising myself with the text and immersing myself in the data by re-

listening to the tapes and rereading the transcripts before attempting to analyse the data. When 

analysing the data, themes started to emerge that had clear connection to the theoretical 

framework.  

The theoretical framework is used as an established theoretical construct to help make sense 

of the findings (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). In this particular research the themes 

that emerged during the analysis, and are introduced in the findings, connect directly to the 

theoretical framework. To make the analysis as constructive as possible, the findings are put 

in the same models as introduced in the theoretical part.  

It can be argued that there is no right way of doing qualitative data analysis (Saunders, Lewis, 

& Thornhill, 2009). It only requires that the researcher is comfortable with developing 

categories and making comparisons (Creswell, 1998) and that the data collection and analysis 

is undertaken in a systematic and well-planned manner right from the beginning (Saunders, 

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). 
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Figure 3-2. The research “onion” in context with this research. 

Figure 3-2 illustrates the Research “Onion” in context with this particular thesis and the 

choices made for the research design.  

3.9 SAMPLING 
A good sampling plan is important for efficiency since interviews can be very time 

consuming and expensive. According to Shiu et. al. (2009) sampling techniques can be 

divided into two sampling designs, probability and non-probability.  

Probability sampling or random sampling: “A technique of drawing a sample in which each 

sampling unit has a known probability of being included in the sample”. (p. 470) 

Non-probability sampling or non-random sampling: “A sampling process where the 

probability of selecting each sampling unit is unknown”. (p. 470) 

Shiu et al. (2009) compare selected sampling factors between the two designs. According to 

the comparison, the non-probability sampling does not require a complete list of the 

population elements, less sampling skill is required, it is less time consuming and the cost is 

relatively low. Therefore a non-probability sampling will be applied in this research to answer 

the research questions.  

A range of non-probability sampling techniques is available and for this study a judgment 

sampling will be used. Shiu et al. (2009) state that judgment sampling is: “A non-probability 

sampling technique in which participants are selected according to the researcher’s judgment 

that they will meet the requirements of the study” (p. 481). The respondents chosen for this 
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research will therefore be consumers of luxury car brands in the years of 2005-2007 as it is 

the researcher’s belief that they will fulfil the requirements to be able to answer the research 

questions. 

No sample size formulas can be used for non-probability samples; it is more or less, 

subjective judgment made by the researcher (Shiu, Hair, Bush, & Ortinau, 2009). Here the 

sample size chosen is six respondents. Since this is an academic project it has certain time 

limits and transcribing and analysing large amount of data in in-depth interviews can be very 

time consuming.  

This sampling method is considered lower in reliability and precision than others but can be 

used to gain insight into the subject of interest. The non-probability sampling technique 

means that the results of the research are not applicable to a large population. But as stated 

before, this research informs and gives insight into how changes in living conditions influence 

meaning of luxury and changes in decision-making, but should not be seen as a complete 

description of the subject.  

3.10 RELIABILITY 
Saunders et al. (2009) state that “reliability refers to the extent to which your data collection 

techniques or analysis procedures will yield consistent findings” (p. 156). By posing three key 

questions the reliability can be assessed: 

1. Will the measures yield the same results on other occasions? 

2. Will similar observations be reached by other observers? 

3. Is there transparency in how sense was made from the raw data?  

According to Robson (2002), there are four threats to reliability of a research: 

Subject or participant error: For this particular research I kept in mind that the place in 

which the interviews would take place might create participant error, i.e. conducting an 

interview during interviewees work hours or at their workplace could create different answers 

than at their home and after work. A neutral environment, usually at the interviewee’s home 

or another comfort zone, was thought as a good way to control this error.  

Subject or participant bias: This refers to when the participant says what he/she thinks is 

expected of him/her. The participant does not want to disappoint the interviewer and think it 

is best to agree with his/her opinion. In this research I tried to prevent this participant bias 
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from happening by introducing the anonymity of the interviewee with informed consent, 

where it was made clear that the only one to know participant’s identity and participation in 

the research would be me. This was intended to ensure the interviewee that no one would be 

able to trace his opinion. It was also made clear that I, as an interviewer, was completely 

unprejudiced of what ever their opinion or experience would be and all answers would be 

valued equally.  

Observer error: Refers to how questions are asked. In this research I was the only interviewer 

and tried to keep a high degree of structure although the words of questions were changed and 

new ones often added. This was done to get clear answers and to collect the data needed and 

ensure all relevant themes were dealt with. The interviews were semi-structured but since I 

was the only interviewer I had the overview of the questions and answers to be passed on in 

the same manner with all participants.  

Observer bias: Refers to how the answers from participants are interpreted. As stated before I 

was the only interviewer so I had a good overview over how the interviews were conducted. 

Therefore I believe I am capable of keeping control of the interviews and in interpreting all 

the replies in the same way. 

I hope the procedures mentioned decrease the threats to reliability that Robson (2002) talks 

about and I believe they have in this particular research.  

3.11 VALIDITY 
The validity of the research refers to the extent to which the conclusions of the study are true 

(Shiu, Hair, Bush, & Ortinau, 2009). The findings of a qualitative study, like this particular 

study, are generated through the active personal engagement of the investigator with the 

research subject. Therefore it is inevitable that the research will, to some extent, bear mark of 

the investigators approach to the subject (McLeod, 2001). How the findings are interpreted 

depend on the presence and skill of the interviewer.  

Internal validity: To address the issue of internal validity and to minimize my personal bias, 

the participants in the research were asked to read over an abstract of the transcripts from the 

interviews, give feedback on it and say if there was something they wanted to add or highlight 

specifically. This is what Creswell (1998) calls member’s checks and should add 

trustworthiness of the findings.  
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External validity: The external validity of the research is not aimed at making the research 

results generalisable, that is, whether the findings may be equally applicable to other similar 

research settings, but to form a unique interpretation of events (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2009). This research informs and gives insight into how changes in living conditions 

influence meaning of luxury items and the decision-making in purchasing high involvement 

products, but should not be seen as a complete description of the subject.  

3.12 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The general ethical issue of the research is that it should not subject the participants to 

embarrassment, harm or any material disadvantages (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

To gain participant support, the researcher needs to explain the purpose of the study and 

present general information, not specific information, about the study (Creswell, 1998). As 

stated before the interviewees were given an informed consent to sign (Appendix 1) where the 

confidentiality was outlined, they were informed what the research was about in detail and for 

what purpose it was being done. They were told that the interview would be taped and 

transcribed by me, the interviewer, and no one would know their identity except for me. They 

were also informed about their right to withdraw from the research at any time before, during 

or after the interview was conducted. None of the participants wished to do so.  

3.13 RESEARCHER’S ROLE 
An important aspect of qualitative research is that the researcher is the primary instrument of 

data collection, interpretation and analysis of the findings (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). Before 

the in-depth interviews were conducted I did a critical review of literature and theory 

concerning the research. My own knowledge and experience of the meaning of luxury and 

information search prior to purchase were the foundation for how the interview guide was 

created.  

To be able to understand and interpret the data collected with as little bias as possible I needed 

to bracket my own judgements and values as well as my own experience of the issue. The 

semi-structured approach of the interviews helped me guide the interviewees to describe their 

opinion and experience and give their insight into the issue without my values interfering. 
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3.14 INTERVIEW GUIDE 
The theory and the research design create a foundation for the investigation on meaning of 

luxury in the mind of the consumer during a recession. The design of the research and the 

methods used has been discussed and now the research itself will be further described.  

In line with the non-probability sampling technique, I, as the researcher, chose six 

respondents that I believed best met the requirements of the study (Shiu, Hair, Bush, & 

Ortinau, 2009) and contacted them through phone. All of them agreed to participate in the 

research. They were approached with the same interview framework which consisted of a list 

of questions chosen as ideal to investigate meaning of luxury and the decision process of 

purchasing a car. The list of question was considered perfect to come to a conclusion that 

would answer the research questions. However, due to the semi-structured nature of the 

interviews, the interviewer was free to conduct conversations and ask questions considered 

appropriate at each time as well as change the wording, give explanation and ask for 

clarifications if the answer was not considered clear enough (Corbetta, 2003, p. 270). This 

might have resulted in different answers from respondents. 

3.14.1 DESIGN OF THE INTERVIEW 

Appropriate respondents were chosen to collect the data needed for the analysis. Consumers 

of luxury car brands in the years 2005 to early 2008 were chosen and they gave preliminary 

insights into the personality and the motivational factors that affect consumer behaviour 

before and during a recession. The theory was used as framework for the design of the 

interviews. The questions were designed to see results that can be connected to the theoretical 

aspects in mind and in the end will answer the research questions stated (Appendix 2). 

The framework of the interviews was divided into chapters. The first chapter consisted of 

open-ended general questions which included demographic information, occupation and 

discussion about their relationship with cars since buying the first car.  

The second chapter was structured in a way that made it easier to obtain the needed data but 

as stated before, the semi-structure nature of the interview enables the interviewer to conduct 

conversations and see if that leads to interesting information. It consisted of questions 

regarding the buying process and decision making when a luxury car was purchased in 2005 

to early 2008.  
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The third chapter aimed for seeking information about if there had been a change in decision 

making with questions regarding car purchase today, to see if the financial crisis had affected 

the buying process.  

The forth and the last chapter consisted of questions about experience and attitude towards 

luxury brands, the change in consumption in Iceland in general and brands as a status symbol. 

These questions were to give insights into the consumers mind and the meaning of luxury 

during a recession and to answer the question of how the financial recession has changed the 

meaning of luxury goods and the importance of signalling luxurious lifestyle.  

The interviewees chose the time and place for the interview. The only requirements I did, as 

the interviewer, was that it would not take place in interviewees working hours or in their 

working place. This created a comfort zone for interviewees and a relaxed atmosphere which I 

believe had a good influence on the results of the interviews.  
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4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

In this chapter I will show the conclusions of the qualitative research on the meaning of 

luxury in the mind of the consumer and the investigation of how a recession can change 

decision process of consumption. Six research participants (Table 4-1) were selected with a 

non-probability sampling method through personal networking of the researcher. The 

requirements for participants were that they had at some point during the years 2005 to early 

2008 bought a car of a luxury brand. Participants were interviewed (June 2011) individually 

and the main purpose of the interviews was to see if there were similarities in experience, 

opinions and perceptions of changes in consumption between the participants. The 

information were then used to investigate if and how the meaning of luxury has changed 

during the recession in Iceland, and how the recession has changed the decision process of a 

car purchase.  

 

When analyzing the data, patterns soon started to emerge which then were formulated into 

themes most relevant to the research. Themes that emerged from the investigation will be 

presented here and discussed and the data analyzed. The theoretical framework gives 

background to which the findings can then be compared. Since the research is of qualitative 

nature as opposed to a quantitative research the data is non-numeric. The amount of data 

transcribed from the in-depth interviews is tremendous and every single detail of the 

interviews cannot possibly be explained. I therefore, as the interviewer had to evaluate and 

choose the themes I thought were most relevant. 

 
Table 4-1. The interviewees 

Because of how much easier it was to purchase an expensive car in Iceland before the 

financial recession, it is an interesting subject to investigate, that is to say if before the 
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financial recession the purchase decision of a luxury car was less thought of and more of a 

meaning based decision and furthermore if it has moved to a more information based decision 

today, because of the financial recession.  

With these thoughts in mind the themes chosen most relevant are “Culture and consumption”, 

“Luxury as a lifestyle” and “Decision making process”. Since the change in meaning over 

time is being investigated all themes have comparison chapters of both before and during 

financial recession.  

4.1 CULTURE AND CONSUMPTION 
As was stated in the theoretical framework, the choices made by consumers cannot be fully 

explained without understanding the culture surrounding them. Culture is the main influence 

in how people see the products they are confronted with (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & 

Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006).  

For many consumers, luxury is an attractive culture to be associated with. Because of how 

visual luxury is as a status symbol, a car is a great instrument in communicating cultural 

meaning. This leads to people purchasing luxury car brands such as Mercedes Benz, Range 

Rover, Audi and BMW to be associated with the culture of luxury. The interviewees were 

asked if they were “car persons”, in other words a person that is interested in cars and car 

brands. Half of them stated that they were and half stated they were not. It is therefore 

interesting that although half of them stated they were not a “car person”, all of them agreed 

that in general it is important to own a car. One of them answered: 

“Unless you live abroad, then it is no problem taking trains or busses. But as soon as you land here 

on Iceland you have to have a car!” AG 

But they also agreed on the issue that the pressure of how the car looks or what brand it is has 

eased down after the financial crisis. Adding to this, the interviewees were asked to describe 

the society (culture) before and after the financial recession.  
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(McCracken, 1986, p. 72) 

Figure 4-1. Movement of Meaning 

The stages in the Movement of Meaning model presented in the theoretical part will be used 

for description and comparison of the culture, consumer goods and individual consumers in 

Iceland before and during the financial recession and how the interviewees experienced it.  

4.1.1 BEFORE FINANCIAL RECESSION 

The good living conditions in Iceland before the recession are likely to have created cultural 

categories and influenced the culture surrounding consumers in Iceland. The cultural meaning 

of products is important for consumers to signal the culture and cultural principles they wish 

to be associated with.  

4.1.1.1 Culturally constituted world: The category of luxury lifestyle 
As discussed in the theoretical part, the cultural meaning starts its flow in the Culturally 

Constituted World which represents the everyday experience of the individual who senses the 

world with the beliefs and assumptions of his/her culture (McCracken, 1990). Categories in 

the culture differentiate through material objects that construct the culturally constituted 

world. They represent the cultural meaning of the consumer and his cultural world 

(McCracken, 1990). 

The culture surrounding consumers in Iceland in the years 2005 until early 2008 is likely to 

have influenced their purchase of cars. The easy access to money and the good living 

conditions helped people to live a greater lifestyle than before which influenced the culture in 
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Iceland at the time and created an attractive category of luxury lifestyle. Some of the 

interviewees started talking about the easy access to loans without being asked. Interviewee 

MG said: 

“I think it was also it was so easy to get loans. You were basically pushed into it by the car dealers, 

because it was so beneficial to take these car loans. So I think car dealers also talked people into it 

because it was so beneficial.” MG 

Interviewee GK said that it was almost too easy: 

“People almost didn’t go out of the bank unless taking higher loans than they asked for. It was so 

incredibly easy.” GK 

Interviewee VP said: 

“It was very easy. We had foreign currency loans on the house, foreign currency loans on the cars. 

No problems!” VP 

One of the interviewees told a story about how he drove his Toyota past a car sale in one of 

his lunch breaks and dropped in because he had just come up with the idea that it would be 

great to buy a Range Rover. He left the car sale driving a Range Rover and in addition bought 

a Mini Cooper, a smaller version of a luxury car, for his wife. Although, when asked, he 

didn‘t agree that the car dealer pressured him into buying these cars, but he agreed that they 

made it very easy. He stated: 

“They certainly made it easy, I could just drop by in a lunch break and take care of all the paper 

work and drive away in much more expensive cars.” AG  

(The cars he bought were worth around 9 million ISK).  

I believe that the living conditions made the cultural category of luxury lifestyle more 

accessible and attractive than ever. 

4.1.1.2 Consumer goods: Luxury cars 
As stated in the theoretical part, consumers use goods to demonstrate how they live their lives. 

Luxury cars serve as a media for expression of the cultural meaning consumers wish to reflect 

from their cultural world.  

I believe that the good living conditions, the easy access to loans and the category of luxury 

lifestyle had a significant influence on people in Iceland at the time and created a specific 

culture. Since it was so easy, many people were buying more expensive cars than they would 

have otherwise. This created a certain pressure on people to drive a nice car as it carried 
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visible properties of the cultural meaning of luxury. The interviewees were asked if they 

believed that the purchase of luxury cars, at the time, was because of the pressure from 

society to drive nice cars. They stated: 

“We were and are owners of a real estate agency and pressured to own fancier cars to show that 

the company was going well for us to get more realtors to work for us, it’s about the image. If a 

realtor drives in on a bad looking car then you‘re not that good of a realtor. That was the thought 

and I just had to follow it, although I felt good driving a small car.”VP 

“There was of course tremendous car culture at the time and I don´t know, I needed a car because I 

was trying to study and have a job. Therefore I decided I needed a car. I wasn‘t going to be riding 

a bicycle.” MG 

“No I don’t think so, well yes everyone was a little crazy at the time, so to speak. Everything was 

bought….It was some kind of a mob motivation for all this madness.” GK 

“You were not differentiating with buying a car.” GK 

This indicates how the car culture developed at the time before recession and if you wanted to 

belong to the cultural category of high standard and luxury lifestyle you had to buy a luxury 

car. The luxury car was used as an instrument to demonstrate the cultural category they 

wanted to belong to and to signal a certain cultural meaning. 

This confirms the assumption that many consumers experiencing good living conditions want 

to be members of the culture of luxury and use luxury cars to reflect their cultural principles.  

4.1.1.3 Individual consumer: The consumer of luxury car brands 
The individual consumer defines himself with the systematic appropriation of the meaningful 

properties of goods. He/she identifies which properties he/she wishes to be associated with. 

As stated in the theoretical part, the consumer is a passive receiver of the meaning associated 

with the product or brand and he/she also participates in its creation (Batey, 2008). 

A luxury car signals a symbol of status and success and is an important source of the cultural 

meaning of luxury. As one of the interviewee stated: 

“Yes of course it affects you, you know, being with your business-mates that have the same 

income as you do and they were maybe driving some very fancy cars, and then you maybe realized 

that you could allow yourself the same instead of driving some worn out car.” AG 

The meaningful properties of a luxury car and the status it represented in Iceland before the 

recession influenced many consumers in Iceland. The consumers of luxury cars also 
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participated in the creation of the cultural meaning as they used their car ownership as a status 

symbol and therefore made it attractive for other citizens.  

I believe that the society and the culture in Iceland was a great influence on car purchases 

before the recession. The instruments of meaning transfer, the advertising, fashion systems 

and the rituals discussed in the theoretical part influenced and helped the cultural meaning to 

move from the cultural category of luxury lifestyle, that was so attractive before recession, to 

the consumer goods of luxury car brands and from there to the consumers in Iceland as 

individuals.  

The meaningful properties of the luxury car brands in Iceland were what consumers wanted to 

signal. The interviewee stated: 

“It was a car for cruising. A chick magnet.” MG 

“Just to show off for the customers and others at work. At that time it was hard to get people to 

work, very hard and to get people with ambitions you had to show that you had something in this 

job that people wanted, which of course was success. Hard to drive around in some kind of junk 

and say come and be like me. The car is such a status symbol and has always been.” VP 

“2007 I had the nicest looking car. I thought it was the nicest looking... Of course the look matters 

man.” HJ 

“Yes the luxury and the looks… it was very beautiful, the brand and the power.” GK 

As Chaudhuri and Majumdar (2010) discuss, the social visibility and the symbolic meaning of 

the product helps the consumer categorize him/her and express his/her multiple identities and 

that objects are purchased conspicuously for the symbolic communication rather than 

functional utility. Although the interviewees were purchasing the car to fulfil some kind of 

utilitarian need, the car also reflects their desire to be associated with certain style and 

attitude, the luxury lifestyle. As in Truong’s (2010) study, the interviewees seem to have been 

influenced externally where the motivation was the perception from others and the desire to 

be praised.  

This indicates that consumers are influenced by the society and purchase a product because of 

the public meaning it carries. But what happens if the living conditions change? How does it 

affect culture and the cultural meaning? Do consumers move from the lifestyle of luxury if the 

the meaning associated with it changes? 
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4.1.2 DURING FINANCIAL RECESSION 

After the collapse of the private banks in Iceland and of the Icelandic currency, króna, the 

financial capital of Iceland changed dramatically. It resulted in higher payments of the 

currency loans, higher unemployment rate and therefore purchase power decreased 

tremendously. When this happens, it can be assumed that consumer behaviour changes. The 

consumption creates the culture so the culture in Iceland is likely to have changed. 

4.1.2.1 Culturally constituted world 
The cultural category of luxury lifestyle, as discussed earlier, is probably not as attractive in 

Iceland today as it was before recession. Cultural categories use objects to differentiate from 

others and it was evident that before recession luxury cars were used for this purpose. The 

interviewees were asked if they had experienced difference in Icelandic society because of the 

financial recession. Interviewees stated: 

“Everyone is driving cars lower in price now, except for those who have endless money.” MG 

“I guess most people just moved down in culture. Realized it was just a dream and wishful 

thinking.” VP 

All interviewees agreed that the pressure from society to drive luxury cars has disappeared. 

When asked if they feel this pressure from society today they all stated no. On the contrary 

they all agreed that people are more aware of how society thinks of people flashing their 

luxury lifestyle and luxury cars. One interviewee had experienced it himself: 

“I have noticed this when I‘m driving my Benz ML400. You get the look, like you are some kind 

of financial pioneer.”  HJ 

A financial pioneer refers to the people who invested tremendously before the recession and 

took part in the collapse of the banking sector in Iceland. Before, it may have been an 

attractive status for some people to be a financial pioneer but today Icelandic citizens blame 

them in part for the financial recession. Therefore it has become a negative term.  

The realtor who stated before that the reason for buying the luxury brands in 2005-2008 was 

because of the pressure of showing how well his company was doing stated that today it is 

another story: 

“I think it is more of a thorn in people’s eyes to see the realtor arrive in fancy suit on his Range 

Rover to show you an apartment!” VP  
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This indicates that the cultural principles of a luxury car brand are not as attractive at the 

moment. The culture of luxury lifestyle is rather frowned upon in Iceland. Therefore the 

luxury car brands are no longer used to represent the cultural meaning of the cultural world of 

consumers in Iceland. They are no longer used to differentiate. The culture has changed. 

The change in living conditions affects the consumers in the way that they avoid signalling 

luxury lifestyle and move away from conspicuous consumption. When purchasing a luxury 

car today, consumers think about what others may think.  

It is evident that when a society goes through changes in living conditions (a financial crisis) 

the culture is bound to change.  

4.1.2.2 Consumer good 
Consumers represent their cultural meaning through consumer goods. They use products to 

signal their cultural principles and their lifestyle. Above we have discussed how the culturally 

constituted world and the cultural category of luxury lifestyle have changed during recession. 

It indicates that it is no longer important to signal luxury as a lifestyle and driving a luxury car 

as a status symbol.  

The cultural meaning of a luxury car is likely to have changed; their associations are no 

longer attractive. The conspicuous consumption has become something consumers in Iceland 

avoid. One interviewee told a story about his employer that wanted to purchase a new, nice 

looking car but got second thoughts: 

“He doesn’t want to do it because of the society surrounding him. He ordered a new car but when 

the car arrived to the country he cancelled because he does not want people to speak badly of him. 

He doesn’t want to be bigger than others.” MG 

Consumers seem to avoid purchasing luxury car brands because of the cultural properties it 

holds. They do not want to be looked at as a financial pioneer or a person who does not care 

about the financial downturn that a large part of Icelandic citizens are experiencing. The 

cultural meaning of luxury car brands has changed from being associated with something 

positive and to a negative one that consumers seem to avoid.  

Although this seems to be the case, interviewee MG talked about this maybe being just a short 

phase. He stated: 

“The people that have money and can buy finer cars are maybe not doing so. Maybe they are 

letting the society cool down. We will see after two or three years when it all goes up again … 
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They want to wait a while so the others will maybe not mark them as “This one has money! Why 

can he buy a nice car?” I think they are cooling down in line with the society.” MG 

This is an interesting opinion but not surprising. A lot of consumers like the luxury lifestyle 

and flashing finer things. They want to go back to this type of lifestyle and they want to use 

luxury items to communicate their cultural meaning and principles. This might be wishful 

thinking. The recession still has tremendous affect on the Icelandic society and it might not 

change in two or three years as MG seems to hope.  

When the culture changes because of a financial downturn, the meaning that transfers from 

the culture to consumer goods changes as well. As experienced in Iceland, the positive 

cultural meaning that transferred from the culture of luxury lifestyle to luxury items before 

has changed. When the living conditions change, the meaning of luxury items has negative 

associations.  

4.1.2.3 Individual consumer 
Consumer’s as individuals use the cultural meaning of goods to define themselves. Before the 

recession the cultural meaning of luxury cars associated its consumers with the culture of 

luxury lifestyle. The cultural meaning was transferred from the culture to the luxury car 

brands and bought by the individual consumer as a definition of who he/she was and to what 

culture he/she belonged to. It was often hard for consumers to differentiate and signal status. 

The car dealer interviewed described how before, even though he was driving a Range Rover 

worth over 10 million ISK, he felt that even that was not good enough for him to identify 

with. He stated: 

„I was almost looking at buying Aston Martin or Ferrari that don´t even exist here in Iceland, just 

something bigger, bigger, bigger to be able to distinguish myself from others.“ PB 

He agrees that the standards in the society have lowered regarding cars:  

“The standards have of course completely changed. Now I can drive a car worth 4-5million ISK 

and that is fancy. It didn‘t work then, not a chance.” PB  

The realtor agrees: 

“Today I drive around completely satisfied with my orange Honda and I don‘t care.” VP 

The mechanic said:  
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“I would say it is good to drive a car that costs around 4 million ISK. Not much higher than that… 

Because you don’t need to spend more money: You don’t need to! You can buy a used car for this 

and they are very nice cars. Very nice cars!” HJ 

This might be a sign that the meaning of luxury has changed. The standard has lowered and it 

is considered enough to signal cultural meaning through cars of much cheaper brands. Today 

a car of a regular brand signals a meaning it didn’t before. I believe it is, to some extent, a 

source of the cultural meaning of luxury. The consumer as an individual is not pressured to 

own a luxury car brand to identify him/her with but can buy a cheaper brand and still signal 

status. The association with luxury is not as attractive and today I believe consumers in 

Iceland do not look at a luxury car brand as an attractive source to define themselves.  

But it can be hard to switch from the luxury brand. The electrician noted when asked if he 

would go from using luxury cars: 

“I don’t know, it is hard to say. It is a certain comfort, it is good to drive these cars and maybe hard 

to abandon that. But there are so many cars today that are just as good even though they are not 

named Benz or BMW or what it’s called.” GK 

He agrees with the other interviewees that the standard has lowered. But he still thinks it is 

hard to switch from luxury brands. As discussed in the theoretical part, the good memories 

shared with the possession and the compliments received about it give private meaning to the 

owner (Richins, 1994a). Thus it might be hard for consumers to switch from the luxury car 

brand during recession if the possession holds strong private meaning in the mind of the 

consumer. 

In this first chapter of empirical findings the changes in culture and cultural meaning during a 

financial downturn have been illustrated. The lifestyle of luxury becomes less attractive, and 

even something to avoid, and the public meaning associated with luxury changes from being 

positive to negative. The private meaning seems to reside in consumers mind to some degree 

as consumers find it hard to switch from luxury brands.  

4.2 LUXURY AS A LIFESTYLE 
As stated in the theoretical framework, the meaning of consumer goods is used for cultural 

purposes which includes expressing the consumer’s cultural principles and to create a type of 

lifestyle (McCracken, 1990). Before the financial crisis hit Iceland in 2008, the good living 

conditions had resulted in more luxurious lifestyle of the people. People often respond to the 

stimuli of the meaning ascribed to products they purchase and use them as an instrument to 
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present their culture. The luxury cars were used to signal and symbolize the lifestyle of luxury 

consumers wanted to be associated with.  

4.2.1 BEFORE FINANCIAL RECESSION 

The reason why the interviewees would buy a luxury car today has changed from what it was 

in the years 2005-2008. All interviewees thought luxury was a good thing and when asked if 

they allowed themselves luxury all of the interviewees except for one agreed that they did to 

some extent. They made examples like, taking family trips, eating good food, drinking good 

wine and buying luxury clothes. Although yet they all agreed that the nature of luxury had 

changed.  

Interviewee MG said the following about his luxury consumption: 

“Yes I allow myself a lot of luxury, I do that. Spend money on things I don’t need but I do it to 

have a nice time… It has of course decreased. It is of course more expensive today. It has 

decreased just like it has in society.” MG 

This indicates that he consumes luxury to feel good but not to flash a luxury lifestyle. The 

private meaning of luxury is positive while the public meaning is considered negative. He was 

then asked what it was that lead him to luxury, he stated: 

“I guess it was the people around me, friends and other people, I just live a similar lifestyle as they 

do. It shapes me.” MG 

For him, his environment is the instrument of meaning making and his friends and the people 

that surround him shape the culture he wants to be associated with, that is to say, the luxury 

lifestyle. 

Interviewee VP was the one who stated that he did not live a luxury lifestyle today. Before the 

recession he allowed himself luxury but admitted that it was to show how good his life was as 

a realtor. He also talked about how his wife’s family encouraged them to live the luxury 

lifestyle before. 

This shows how much the environment and the culture influences the purchase behaviour. 

The people or consumers are surrounded by other people who introduce them to a certain 

lifestyle they either think is attractive or not. If the consumer thinks this culture is attractive 

and appealing, he/she purchases the product that carries the cultural meaning to show the 

cultural perspective they want to be associated with. Interviewee AG is familiar with this 

influence and stated: 
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“You see other people driving cars, and then you buy one. The friends are browsing, and then you 

start thinking about it. It’s just some kind of chain reaction. If one friend buys a house then the 

others start thinking about moving from an apartment block… if you own a tube television and 

everyone has flat screen television then of course you start thinking about buying a flat screen 

television.” AG  

The people around you certainly influence what culture you desire to be associated with. 

When consumers living conditions are good the consumption and lifestyle expands. If the 

people you are surrounded with live a certain type of lifestyle, often the lifestyle of luxury, 

you get attracted to the same culture they belong to.  

4.2.2 DURING FINANCIAL RECESSION 

As stated in the theoretical part, consumer goods communicate cultural meaning and carry 

subjective meanings (Kleine & Kernan, 1988). Consumer goods make it possible for the 

consumer to define him/herself (McCracken, 1990). Cultural meaning is transferred from the 

culturally constituted world and therefore the culture in Iceland affects the cultural meaning of 

goods. The culture of luxury has changed during the financial recession and therefore it is 

likely that the cultural meaning of luxury products has changed as well.  

One interviewee described how he uses luxury differently today than he did before. He stated:  

“It was more in the years 2004-2007 that you allowed yourself certain luxury and you took it all 

the way few times a year. Today it is more like you do it more frequently but you do it in a smaller 

scale.” AG 

He claimed he spends the same amount of money on luxury today but the nature of luxury has 

changed: 

“You rent houses or cabins or take skiing trips but you just do it locally and do it more frequently 

instead of going to Italy.” AG 

It is interesting to see that even though he agrees that the standards have lowered, he is 

positive that people have changed how they enjoy luxury so others do not judge them, but still 

they are spending as much on luxury. He states:  

“Yes the standards have lowered but in a way they haven’t. It is just fluctuation that goes up and 

down. Today it is fancy just to go to Akureyri, rent a house for a week, and just take a skiing trip 

there, even though you go out to eat every night in Akureyri. People can enjoy that just as much... 

you are maybe driving just as expensive cars but you are driving different cars.” AG  

I believe that the financial recession has changed the meaning of luxury to the extent that it 

has moved between consumer goods. Goods or service that was not considered luxury before 
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recession have now been associated with the cultural meaning of luxury. This way the culture 

of luxury has not disappeared, it has only changed its form. The meaning from the culturally 

constituted world of luxury is transferred to different goods and service than before. The 

instruments of Meaning Movement have created new cultural meanings or revised old ones 

(McCracken, 1987). The consumer goods that were known as luxury items and used to signal 

status and success before are today not attractive. Therefore their positive associations have 

moved to other goods. For example, luxury cars were used to show off before the recession 

and therefore they no longer carry the positive cultural meaning since signalling status and 

success through luxury is frowned upon today. This does not mean that consumers do not 

wish to identify themselves as successful or differentiate from others. The instruments of 

meaning transfer have only created new cultural meanings and other consumer goods are used 

by individuals to signal the desired image.  

The first two chapters of the analysis have given the required information to answer the first 

research question: 

1. What effects do changes in living conditions have on culture and cultural meaning? 

The changes in living conditions have tremendous effects on culture and cultural meaning as 

has been reflected. It is evident that when living conditions worsen, the culture surrounding 

consumer’s changes in the way that it gets unattractive to spend money on expensive things 

for only the purpose to signal luxury lifestyle. It does not necessarily mean that the consumer 

does not have the financial resources to spend money on luxury but mostly it is what other 

people think of them and the negative association of flashing luxury items. The public 

meaning of luxury is negative in the mind of the consumer but the private meaning it carries is 

still to some extent positive.  

4.3 THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS 
The purchase of a car is of high involvement nature with perceived financial and 

psychological risks. Therefore the consumer is assumed to have sought information to be able 

to take an informed decision of what product/brand to purchase. In the theoretical part the 

purchase of a car is described as a process of information gathering which leads to a 

concluded, rational decision of what will best fulfil the need of the consumer. This assumes 

that the consumer is information-centred but as discussed in the theoretical part and argued by 

McCracken (1987), the consumer is also an individual in a cultural context and is engaged in 
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a cultural project where he/she uses products to signal cultural meaning. But to what extent do 

information versus meaning influence the decision making of consumers in Iceland before 

and during a financial recession? The interviewees were asked to describe the decision 

making and tell stories of how their decision process was before the financial recession and 

how their decision making would be today.  

 

(Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 2006, p. 258) 

Figure 4-2. Stages in consumer decision-making 

The decision making process presented in the theoretical framework will here be followed to 

demonstrate how the interviewees described their decision making before and during the 

financial recession.  

4.3.1 BEFORE FINANCIAL RECESSION 

The interviewees were asked about their decision process when they bought a luxury car 

before the financial recession. The steps of the decision making process from the theoretical 

part will be followed and the interviewees experiences described.  

4.3.1.1 Problem recognition 
As stated in the theoretical part, the problem perceived by consumers of cars is not necessarily 

of a utilitarian nature, the image the car signals can also be perceived as a problem which the 
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consumer wishes to solve (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer Behaviour, 

2006). When asked about the reason for purchase before recession, interviewees stated: 

“I was getting my license at the time and wanted a nice looking car... there was just something 

about driving a fancy car with leather seats and 18 inch wheels. To look more chic than others.” 

MG 

“We were and are owners of a real estate agency and we were pressured to own fancier cars to 

show that the company was going well for us to get more realtors to work for us, its about the 

image.” VP 

“I thought it was funny to own one Range Rover and one Mini.” AG 

“It was because I thought the look was really cool!” HJ 

“We have always wanted Benz… I just really liked these cars, they were beautiful.” GK 

“I am a car enthusiast but I just never thought it was enough.” PB 

It is evident that the need all of my interviewees were trying to fulfil with car purchase in the 

years 2005-2007 was not of a utilitarian nature. Their answers indicate that the reason for 

purchase was to signal some kind of image. Most of them owned nice cars prior to this luxury 

purchase, they did not need to switch cars because it was not working, they switched because 

they wanted to show off as we have seen up until now by the statements from the 

interviewees. And as interviewee GK stated:  

“It was just car obsession I think. I didn’t really need to get a new car!” GK 

4.3.1.2 Information search 
As discussed before, information search is done by the consumer to survey the environment 

for appropriate data to make a decision (Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, Consumer 

Behaviour, 2006). The search can be internal and external. The interviewees were asked about 

their information search prior to the purchase. The information search before the recession 

varies between interviewees. While most of them say that they had browsed the internet for 

information, two of them state they did no information search at all.  

The interviewees stated:  

“It was just all me. I had browsed the internet, drove between car sales and looked at specific 

details…it was completely my search; I knew exactly what I was looking for.” MG 

“We browsed and tested… we were perhaps mainly on the internet.” VP 
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“None at all…The case was that I basically went during one of my lunch breaks in the year 2006 

and exchanged one Toyota Rav and bought a Range Rover and a Mini.” AG 

“I saw it on the internet. Saw it there and analyzed it on the internet. Then I went to Reykjavík… I 

went there and spoke to a salesman, he was the head salesman and I talked to him about this. He 

got very excited, more excited than me. He was bit like a salesman from hell. So I just eliminated 

our conversation. He was a bit overwhelming.” HJ 

“Searched the internet… My friend bought it from USA. He took care of it. He searched for a 

while, to find the right car.” GK 

“Cars for me are just like when you buy a shirt in a store. A very effortless process for me!” PB 

It seems like the two interviewees that did no information search had their mind set on the 

look and brand of the car and the meaning and self-identity it signals instead of gathering the 

information needed to come to the most rational conclusion. This is to some extent not typical 

behaviour according to theories about high involvement purchase were extensive information 

search is required.  

I believe this indicates that the decision making process does not mainly consist of 

information search about utility but is also influenced by the meaning the good holds. It is 

evident that theory of information and theory of meaning must be combined in consumer 

research. 

The words of interviewee PB, who is a car dealer, are meant to refer to the fact that he has 

done this process of finding the best car so many times before that he does not need the 

external information search. He relies completely on his memory and former information 

search and the meaning it represents.  

Although the other interviewees state that they did some external search, on the internet and 

talking to sales persons, the external information search they conducted was of a complete 

minimum nature. I believe that they, like the two that did no external information search, 

relied mainly on their memory and the meaning the specific car presented. The decision was 

mainly meaning-based and the information search conducted was to find out what brands 

carried the cultural meaning they wished to be associated with. One interviewee said: 

“I looked at a lot of cars, looked at Lexus and cars in that category. These luxury brands.” MG 
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Interviewee MG was starting college at the time which means his income would decrease. 

Therefore if he would have perceived the monetary risk as high, he would not have been 

looking for a car of an expensive luxury brand. 

As discussed in the theoretical framework, the perceived risk of a high involvement purchase, 

such as a car purchase, is both financial and psychological. When consumers experience good 

living conditions and lose all sense of money value the financial risk is probably perceived as 

low. Consumers that desire to be associated with certain culture, for example the culture of 

luxury lifestyle, perceive the psychological risk of a car purchase as high.  

4.3.1.3 Evaluation of alternatives 
After having collected the data needed an evaluation of alternatives within the preferred 

category was conducted. The interviewees described how they evaluated which car would be 

the best choice to fulfil their expectations. 

Interviewee MG said:  

“I looked at Lexus, BMW and Benz but they were maybe a bit too expensive for me at the time. 

The Audi was a bit cheaper so I decided to jump on it. They were all equal; there was nothing 

special that differentiated them from each other.” MG 

The only requirements were that it had to be of a luxury brand. The evaluation was therefore 

easy, just the cheapest one and the one that looked best on the surface. As he put it: 

“I browsed through bilasolur.is1 and was looking for these kinds of brands (luxury). There I found 

a car and it just, it looked good, well shown, nice wheels and like, nice photos.” MG 

Interviewee VP said: 

“We browsed and tested… we exchanged our cars, started with a smaller jeep and BMW which we 

then exchanged for others. We were trying to fit it with the household needs. But yes, we did some 

browsing.” VP  

They bought cars to look good as realtors. But then they experienced that it did not fit with 

their families well enough. This indicates that the decision was not made because of the 

utility. They had to switch again, evaluate alternatives better. But a luxury brand was still a 

requirement. And although he insisted that they had browsed and tested he stated that in 

general, people were not evaluating alternatives very well: 

                                                 
1  A site with database of cars for sale in Iceland. 
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“It skewed the picture this easy access to money before. You could just buy this; you didn’t need 

to check other places. You just “okay I’m going to buy this here” and you bought it. Today you 

need to think about what you are doing with your money.” VP  

With these words he confirms that when consumers experience good living conditions, the 

information search prior to purchase is shorter and it is evident that the financial risk is low 

since the decision is made without making sure you can get a better alternative for lower 

price.  

Interviewee HJ said: 

“I have checked out Audi, but I always end up with Benz, probably because Audi is in the same 

price range, I know something about Benz, had a lot of replacement parts for it.” HJ 

The alternatives are both of a luxury brand, which is a category he wants to belong to. 

Although he did some external search, it is his internal information search that helps him to 

come to the conclusion that he knows Benz and the car dealer and it is safer to choose 

something you are familiar with:  

“I knew the Benz well. Didn’t know the Audi as much and I fancied it, it looked nice, cool car. But 

then somehow I didn’t dare to take the chance. Safest to stick to the brand you know. And also you 

are moving to another dealership and you don’t know anyone there. You are on a talking basis. 

That has a lot to say.” HJ 

For interviewee GK, who bought a Benz which he had always wanted, the evaluation was 

very easy. He stated: 

“I was determined about this brand! There was nothing else I was looking for.” GK 

For my interviewees that did some information search, the evaluation of alternatives was 

pretty easy. I believe the reason for that is they were all pretty determent of what category 

they wanted to belong to and what features were the most important, the looks and the brand. 

This confirms to some extent what seems to have been the motive for purchase before crisis; 

conspicuous consumption to signal status and cultural meaning of luxury.  

4.3.1.4 Product choice and outcome 
After evaluating alternatives, the car most likely to fulfil the consumer’s needs is chosen. 

When asked about the purchase and what influenced the choice in the end, interviewee MG 

said: 

“There was something appealing about it, to drive a nice looking car with leather seats and 18 inch 

wheels. To be more chic than others.” MG 
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Interviewee AG was not shy about how he made the decision and said: 

“Just thoughtlessness and instant decision.” AG 

“I had been driving cars in all kinds of shape until then and I earned some money and those sorts 

of things and then I just made the decision to do it.” AG 

Interviewee HJ is a car enthusiast that loves Benz. As seen before, he said the choice was 

made easy because of his knowledge of and familiarity with Benz. But what also made his 

choice easy was the fact that he wanted to put together his own version of a luxury car and it 

seemed at the time like no other brand was offering this alternative. He stated: 

“I synchronized it myself. I picked the interior; I picked the door trims, everything. Picked what 

radio I wanted, how many speakers, what kind of sunroof. I picked everything in the car. Put it 

together myself (on the internet) and ordered it… I don’t think you can do this anywhere else 

except with Benz, or at least I don’t know about any other.” HJ 

He wanted help to get it to the country so he talked to a familiar face in his hometown: 

“I went to another dealership here in Reykjanesbær, talked to Kjartan2. Told him I was going to 

buy this car and how I was going to do it. And I wanted him to take care of it. So I bought it 

through the dealership here in Reykjanesbær.” HJ 

For interviewees VP and PB the decision was based on their work. Their credibility was at 

stake if they were not driving a nice looking car of a luxury brand. This confirms that the 

reason for purchase before the financial recession was to signal the luxury lifestyle which was 

made so attractive.  

Another interesting aspect is how most of the interviewees did not think about the cost of 

maintenance and gas price. A big part of the financial risk of car purchase is the cost of these 

factors as it can be a high additional cost to the car itself. When asked if they thought about 

these things when the purchase was made before the financial recession they stated: 

“I did not think at all about the gas spending. Then the gas price was just 60 ISK or something.” 

MG 

“No not really, they were both diesel which was convenient.” AG 

“No I don’t think so. I was not aware of a single person that thought about it. Now everyone is 

thinking about petrol.” HJ 

                                                 
2  A salesperson in interviewees hometown. 
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“Yes of course you thought about the gas spending a bit, it was a petrol car with a big engine. But 

it was not a determining factor. It was much more favourable than today.” GK 

This confirms that the financial risk of this high involvement purchase was not an ultimate 

factor in their decision making. I believe that since the financial risk was perceived as 

minimum before recession the decision making process based on the cultural meaning the car 

carried and the information search conducted by my interviewees was mostly about the image 

the car represented and the meaning the luxury car signalled rather than the utility and the cost 

of maintenance of the car. This is most likely different when there is a change in living 

conditions and financial resources of consumers. To see how these changes influence 

decision-making the interviewees were asked to describe how their decision-making process 

would be today.  

4.3.2 DURING FINANCIAL RECESSION 

Since the financial circumstance of consumers in Iceland has changed so radically it is 

definite that for most people a car purchase is of a more financial risk than before the financial 

recession and the decision is more informed. Interviewees were asked about how their 

decision process would be today, during a financial recession.  

4.3.2.1 Problem recognition  
Before recession, the problem consumers wished to solve with car purchase was rather to 

change their image and signal status than of a utilitarian nature. Today this has changed. 

Interviewees have discussed that today signalling the status of success or wealth is something 

to avoid. Therefore it is likely that the problem recognition during recession consists of 

something related to utility. When asked about this, interviewee MG stated: 

“It has of course changed today. The circumstances have changed and it is more expensive to own 

a car and more expensive to live. So if I was buying a car today then I would think differently and 

buy a cheaper car.” MG 

When he bought the luxury car before recession he was starting college. Although his income 

would decrease the financial risk did not seem to be a factor. Today he is again after a brake 

attending college but thinks more about the financial risk in purchasing a car. He wants to sell 

his luxury car and get a cheaper one. When asked why, he stated: 

“Try to get money back and buy something more fuel-efficient because it accompanies cars with 

bigger engines that they spend more gas. And higher maintenance cost.” MG 

Interviewee AG stated that the process is always the same: 
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“The reason I buy a car is because I get some idea into my head and just make a decision. And 

usually it is about a three day process, from when you get the idea until you are driving a new car.“ 

AG 

Although he stated the above in connection with the process of a car purchase he said the 

reason for purchase today was to provide safety and space for the family: 

“When you start a family it evolves around safety and in fact just an all-season car. To be able to 

go skiing, go camping, just general utility.” AG 

He also stated that for him looks are not as important as before: 

“It has decreased tremendously.” AG 

This indicates that although interviewee AG does not look at the decision process as being a 

long one, he still buys cars for other reasons today than before. Before the meaning of luxury 

was important to him but today the utility features of the car are more important. The financial 

risk is more visible to him now. He is more aware of the cost surrounding the purchase. When 

he was asked what features he would be looking at today, he stated: 

“Gas spending, cost of petrol and that sort of things, maintenance. It is number one, two and 

three.” AG  

Interviewees VP and GK agree with him on that: 

“Today we would look into the utility of the car and then the gas spending.” VP 

“Today you think more about the gas spending of course.” GK 

Interviewee HJ sold the Benz sports car he had put together himself on the internet. When 

asked for the reason why he sold it he stated: 

“Because I had a collapsible camper and it is hard to drag a collapsible camper on such a car that 

barely crawls over speed bumps. It was a sports car.” HJ 

“I regretted it very much. I admit that. Really fun to drive it. It was very cool.” HJ 

This confirms that his decision before was not completely rational. He looked past the fact 

that it might be hard to drag his camper on a sports car. He was then asked if he thinks in a 

more practical way today. He stated: 

“Yes, I’m a little bit older than I was; I’m not just a tough guy!” HJ 
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These statements from the interviewees indicate that the problem recognition is rather of a 

utilitarian nature than symbolic. The reasons for purchase are no longer looks and brands like 

before but rather safety, maintenance cost, gas spending and other utility factors.  

4.3.2.2 Information search   
The interviewees were asked about their information search if they were purchasing a car 

today. Interviewee MG said: 

“I would probably go deeper and definitely open my eyes wider for other brands. Perhaps browse 

more and just keep my eyes open.” MG 

Interviewee VP agrees with this: 

“We would just compare and browse. The process would probably be longer today. You have to 

equilibrate housing and other things, what am I going to spend my money on?” VP 

Interviewee AG still insisted that he would not conduct a deeper information search although 

his reason for purchase would be different. When asked if he searched more information prior 

to car purchase today he said:  

“Not at all! Sometimes it’s too little but you are just lucky or unlucky with cars.” AG 

I believe he does not realize that his internal information search has more to do with his 

decisions than he thinks. An example supporting this is the way he talked about brands he 

would prefer: 

“There are around ten brands I am willing to drive. Everything concerning Toyota, Ford cars, and 

then Benz, BMW, Audi. Yes I guess these are the main brands. Volkswagen.” AG 

“It is just because many of them are easy in resale and exchange and such. If you want to switch 

cars, then these brands make it easier to exchange or sell right away.” AG 

And he also talked about the cost of maintenance of the luxury brands: 

“These are all good cars, that have utility and last longer. But at the same time if they break down 

it is expensive to fix. Very expensive. But like with Toyota, if it is a jeep or a smaller car then it is 

cheaper to fix it so today I´m a Toyota man.” AG 

“I have experienced owning a Range Rover or Benz and when they break down, it costs a lot.” AG 

This indicates that interviewee AG knows the ups and downs of several car brands. He has the 

knowledge and the experience of the brands he would consider buying today so his decision is 

more informed than he realizes.  
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Interviewee HJ said: 

“If I would buy a car today, it would only be because of practical reasons. But I have nothing 

planned, at least not this year.” HJ 

All the interviewees state that car purchase today is for practical reasons. To purchase a car to 

show off status or success is no longer attractive and as stated before, even something to avoid 

in Iceland during the recession.  

I believe my interviewees perceive the financial risk of a car purchase as higher than they did 

before recession. The psychological risk is lower since they put no emphasis on looks or 

brands. The importance of signalling status and the cultural meaning of luxury lifestyle is not 

as high as before. Like two of my interviewees stated: 

“I think I would be in a lower price range. No one gets rich of cars!” MG 

“I would also think about price, not go too high. Because buying a car is the worst investment you 

do. That’s a fact!” HJ 

It is evident that changes in living conditions influence the decision-making process for car 

purchase.  

4.3.2.3 Evaluation of alternatives   
The evaluation of alternatives was easy for my interviewees before recession since the 

requirements were minimal. Just the right brand and look for the right price. They were asked 

how they would evaluate alternatives today and what features were the most important for 

their final decision.  

Interviewee MG was asked to rank price, gas spending, brand and looks in the decision 

making. Before the recession he said the ranking would be the look, brand, and price and that 

he did not think at all about gas spending. He said today the ranking would be different: 

“I guess it would be price, spending, brand, looks…It has reversed.” MG 

Interviewee HJ ranked some features he would prefer in alternatives today: 

“The price is the first thing I would look at. Then I would look at quality and safety. The gas 

spending would be somewhere in the top four.” HJ 

Interviewee VP has gone from the idea of showing off because of his career as a realtor and is 

looking for alternatives with minimal gas spending:  
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“Today I’m checking out things like electric or methane or something like that, definitely. The gas 

price is 240 ISK per liter so of course you think about that. For me, my mind set has changed 

relating my job because today I drive completely satisfied on my orange Honda and I don’t care.” 

VP 

Interviewees put utility as the most important features in a car today. The gas spending, the 

maintenance and such are what consumers are concerned with today. When the purchase 

power is decreased the financial risk is perceived as higher. And when interviewee HJ was 

asked about the brand and look of the car he stated: 

“I don’t think it matters. I would look at it if it was Honda, Toyota or Suzuki or whatever, check 

all these things out. Just to minimize the expenditures. That is what people are thinking of today.” 

HJ 

Although he would switch from the luxury brands he said it would be hard because of the 

quality and comfort but the looks do not matter to him anymore: 

“It has changed for me, the thought about that. I don’t think of that, I don’t care.” HJ 

“I used to be like that. For example I got irritated if someone bumped my car or something, it 

irritated me. But like for example with my car today, you couldn’t see anything on it when I got it 

but there are few supermarket-dents on it now. I have completely stopped thinking about it. You 

just somehow, if you are going to let that annoy you, just keep it in the garage at your house.” HJ 

When my interviewees evaluate the alternatives they would consider during the recession they 

all agree that they would think about price, gas spending and maintenance of the car. Of 

course the information search would narrow it down to some extent but since the requirement 

of looks and brands is no longer as strong, the alternatives are more varied. Therefore the 

process becomes longer and the decision is based more on information about utility rather 

than meaning.  

4.3.2.4 Product choice and outcome 
The choice is made when the alternative that fulfils the needs and requirements the best is 

found. The interviewees talked about the mindset of the people in Iceland being different 

during recession. The living conditions have changed which has resulted in change in cultural 

meaning of luxury. It is no longer important to signal status through luxury items. The choice 

of a car is therefore no longer running a physical risk of not signalling the desired image but 

perceived more as a financial risk as the purchase power has decreased and the easy access to 

loans is no longer available. The interviewees stated: 
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“The way I thought was of course different then, it was much cheaper in itself to live. Or you 

know, now the gas price is almost three times higher than then. And all maintenance, tires are 

three times more expensive than then and to replace the oil and all that maintenance plays a role.” 

MG 

“Money is much more real today or at least for me. Because before it was just “I´ll take loan for 

this, no problem”. But today I have to think, can I afford it, how am I paying for it, what are the 

interest rates and is this necessary, to buy expensive cars versus something else.” VP 

Interviewee HJ talked about the process of car purchase and the choice of cars today being 

more based on information search about utility than before the recession because of the 

financial risk. He said: 

“People in the process of car purchase today analyze things much better than they did in 2007. I 

am sure about that. They go and give themselves time because it is a considerable amount of 

money. And you will lose. You know that. A car falls in price faster than I don’t know what. 

That’s just how it is!” HJ  

The pressure to choose a luxury car brand and to signal status and success has eased and the 

interviewees agree that people are more rational concerning utility in their car purchase today. 

This is because of the change in perceived risk. The risk is perceived more financial today 

rather than psychological, opposed to before, when the financial risk seems to have been 

perceived as minimum. The problem consumers wished to solve before was the change in 

image but today the problem is more of a utilitarian nature.  

The third part of the analysis has created a good foundation for answering the second research 

question:  

2. Do changes in living conditions influence decision-making? 

As we have seen, the change in the process of decision making is tremendous if we compare 

decisions before financial recession and during the recession. The change will be represented 

here by showing how the emphasis of the interviewee’s decision-making was before and 

during the recession in the model of the decision-making process.  
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 Before recession During recession 

 

Figure 4-3. Comparison of decision-making before and during recession 

In the model on the left the consumers experiencing good living conditions goes through the 

process with the perceived psychological risk as high. The problem he/she wishes to solve is 

signalling the desired image and to be associated with the positive cultural image of luxury. 

The good living conditions influence the consumer to focus on cultural meaning.  

In the model on the right the living conditions have changed and the financial capability 

decreased. The car purchase is to fulfil a functional need and the consumer perceives the 

financial risk as high. He/she wishes to minimize the risk with alternatives that best fulfil the 

requirements of utility. The changes in living conditions influence the consumer to focus on 

the functional attributes and utility.  
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5 IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Having answered the research questions it is clear that changes in living conditions effect 

culture and cultural meanings. It affects the public meaning of luxury car brands in the way 

that the meaning associated with them gets negative. On the other hand the private meaning 

seems to remain positive. The decision-making process of a high involvement purchase, like 

the purchase of a car, changes dramatically when the living conditions get worse. This 

knowledge about the implications of a financial recession can be of a great advantage for 

businesses. This sheds some light on the marketing issues that occur when consumers living 

conditions change. This knowledge could help marketers focus on the private meaning of 

luxury cars and move their brand positioning and marketing from presenting luxury as 

something that signals status and wealth to focusing on the quality and the utility advantages 

luxury car brands have above other brands.  

Further research on the effects of changes in living conditions on culture and cultural meaning 

could shed even more light on the changes in consumer behaviour that occur. An investigation 

on how women experienced the culture and the cultural meaning of luxury car brands and 

how the living conditions influence their decision-making would be interesting. Although it is 

a gender steriotype assumtion, the cultural meaning women ascribe to luxury car brands might 

be different. A research of a bigger population of consumers of luxury car brands could also 

offer insights to whether there is a geographical difference in the change in culture and 

cultural meaning.  

Since a luxury car brand is a very visual instrument to signal the cultural meaning of luxury 

the changes in public meaning might be more concrete than with other products. It would 

therefore be interesting to investigate what effects changes in living conditions have on the 

cultural meaning of other products and if the changes in decision-making are the same.  

In general, the financial situation in Iceland generates a perfect opportunity to investigate 

consumer behaviour.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the research was to investigate the meaning of luxury in the mind of the consumer 

during changes in living conditions and if a financial recession changes the decision process 

of consumption of luxury car brands. The research consisted of a qualitative study with in-

depth interviews as a data collection method. The sample chosen contained six consumers of 

luxury car brands in Iceland in the years 2005 to early 2008. The empirical findings and 

analysis of the data were used to answer the research questions presented in the beginning.  

In addition to this primary data collected, a thorough literature review was conducted and the 

theory considered most appropriate for this particular research was chosen. The two main 

paradigms of theory are theory of meaning and the theory of information. Most consumer 

researchers see the consumer as someone who is either information-centred or meaning-

centred. In the theoretical framework it is argued that the two must be combined to fully 

understand the consumer. A model based on the stages in decision-making presented by 

Solomon et al. (2006) was created that included both theories. The theoretical framework 

created a perfect foundation for the research and the analysis of the data.   

The data analyzed gave the conclusion that a society experiencing good living conditions 

creates a culture of luxury lifestyle. Consumers that wish to be associated with this luxury 

lifestyle purchase luxury items such as, in this particular research, luxury car brands to signal 

the desired cultural meaning. When the living conditions change it affects the culture of 

luxury lifestyle and the public meaning of luxury. The lifestyle of luxury is not as attractive as 

when the living conditions are good and the public cultural meaning of luxury becomes 

negative. It is considered frowned upon to signal luxury lifestyle when a society goes through 

a financial recession and the public meaning of luxury becomes something to avoid. 

The analysis also concluded that when consumers experience good living conditions they 

perceive the financial risk of a car purchase as low. They are more concerned with the 

psychological risk of signalling the desired image and cultural meaning. But when the living 

conditions change the financial risk gets higher and they think less about the image the car 

signals. In the end of the analysis it was introduced in two separate decision-making models 

how the decision-making process has changed from being focused at the cultural meaning the 

car carries to the utility properties of the car.  

It is evident that a financial turmoil like experienced in Iceland has tremendous effects on 
culture, cultural meaning and decision-making.   
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8 APPENDIX 1 

UPPLÝST SAMÞYKKI FYRIR ÞÁTTTÖKU Í RANNSÓKN  

 

RANNSAKANDI: 

Anna Albertsdóttir 

 

RANNSÓKNAREFNI: 

Rannsókn þessi er hluti af MSc námi í Marketing Communication Management við 

Copenhagen Business School í Kaupmannahöfn. Efni rannsóknarinnar er að leitast eftir hvort 

breyting hefur orðið á þýðingu hugtaksins lúxus í hugum neytenda á síðustu árum.  

Notast verður við þetta viðtal í rannsókninni. Viðtalið tekur u.þ.b. eina klukkustund og fjallar 

um þína reynslu sem neytandi á bílamarkaði síðustu ára. Viðtalið verður hljóðritað og í 

framhaldi af því afritað í word-skjal.  

Í viðtalinu verður þú spurð/ur ýmissa spurninga varðandi þitt viðhorf til og reynslu með 

lúxusbíla. Ég mun reyna að spyrja mjög opinna spurninga sem gera þér kleift að svara eins 

ítarlega og hægt er. 

Frumgögnin verða geymd sem trúnaðarupplýsingar. Ég sjálf geymi upptökuna og afrituð 

gögnin á minni einkatölvu þar sem enginn getur komist í þau. Einungis ég, minn leiðbeinandi 

og prófdómari við CBS munu á einhvern hátt hafa aðgang að þessum frumgögnum.   

Ég mun þó einungis ein vita um þínar persónuupplýsingar og mun enginn annar komast í þær 

upplýsingar. Þær munu ekki koma fram í afriti viðtalsins eða annars staðar við vinnslu 

rannsóknarinnar.  

Greining á frumgögnum verður opinberlega aðgengileg í gegnum MSc verkefnið og 

hugsanlega í gegnum aðrar fræðilegar útgáfur (greinarskrif). Það mun þó verða séð til þess að 

á engann hátt í greiningunni verður hægt að rekja upplýsingarnar til þín. Einungis aldur þinn 

og staða munu koma fram (t.d. „32 ára gamall nemi“, „54 ára gamall læknir“, o.s.frv.), og því 

er engin hætta á óþægindum í tengslum við þátttöku þína í þessu viðtali.   
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Viðtalið var hannað með það í huga að komast í kynni við efnið sem er rannsakað. Fram að 

lokum þessa verkefnis verða frumgögn geymd á öruggum stað.  

Hvenær sem er fyrir, á meðan eða eftir að viðtalið fer fram, hefur þú rétt á að spyrja eins 

margra spurninga og þú vilt um viðtalið, um rétt þinn eða um eðli rannsóknarinnar sjálfrar, og 

þú hefur rétt á fullnægjandi svörum við þessum spurningum. 

Þér er einnig velkomið að hafa samband við siðferðisnefnd Copenhagen Business School ef 

þú hefur einhverjar spurningar eða vilt leggja fram kvörtun sem lúta að rannsókninni sem þú 

vilt ekki ræða við mig persónulega.  

 

Þakka þér kærlega fyrir þátttökuna í þessari rannsókn.  

 

 

Undirskrift rannsakanda:    Undirskrift þátttakanda: 

_____________________________   ________________________________ 
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9 APPENDIX 2 

Umræðurammi djúpviðtala 

Áður en viðtal hefst: 

• Gera viðmælanda grein fyrir ástæðu viðtalsins, hvers vegna hann hefur verið 
valinn og hversu langt viðtalið ætti að taka.  

• Afhenda viðmælanda blað til undirskriftar þar sem gefið er leyfi til viðtalsins. 
Gera honum grein fyrir rétti sínum, að hann má hætta við viðtalið hvenær sem 
er.   

• Einnig er mikilvægt að gera viðmælanda ljóst að ekkert svar er rétt eða rangt 
og allt sem fram fer er trúnaðarmál og hljóðupptöku verður eytt eftir að hún 
hefur verið afrituð með nafnleynd.  

Stutt spjall til að liðka samskiptin. T.d. eitthvað sem ég veit að ég á sameiginlegt með 

viðmælanda, reyna að vinna traust hans.  

Viðtalinu sjálfu er síðan skipt í þrjá meginkafla. Fyrstu spurningar ættu að vera „open-ended“ 

og síðan leiðast út í meira afmarkaðar spurningar. Gefa viðmælanda þó tækifæri til að leiða 

umræðurnar í þá átt sem hann vill.  

Mjög mikilvægt að vera opin fyrir öllum umræðum en þó meðvituð um tímamörk og passa að 

umræðan leiðist ekki í ranga átt.  

Vinna traust, vera opin fyrir öllu og áhugsasöm um umræður viðmælanda og veiða 

sögur! 

Almennar spurningar: 

Byrja á spurningum sem eru mjög opnar og í víðu samhengi.  

Hver er aldur viðmælanda, starf og búseta? 

Hvenær keyptiru fyrsta bílinn? Hvaða tegund var það? Geturu sagt mér aðeins hvernig það 

var? 

Ertu bílamanneskja? Lýstu því nánar fyrir mig. 

Hvað mótaði þig sem bílakaupanda þegar þú keyptir fyrsta bílinn? Hvers vegna valdiru þann 

bíl sem varð fyrir valinu? Segðu mér aðeins frá því. 
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Hefuru átt marga bíla í gegnum tíðina? Alltaf valið sömu tegund eða skipt á milli?  

Af hverju(af hverju ekki) hefuru valið að kaupa sömu tegund aftur og aftur?  

Hvaða tegund keyptiru fyrsta? Af hverju keyptiru þá tegund? Keyptiru þá tegund aftur? 

Hvaða tegundir hefuru síðan átt í gegnum tíðina? Einhver ástæða fyrir kaupum á þeim 

tegundum? 

Hvað fannst þér mikilvægast að skoða þegar þú varst að velja þér bíla hér áður fyrr? Varstu að 

skoða bíla eftir verði, gæðum , útliti?  

Varstu að leita eftir bílum af ákveðinni tegund eða hafðiru opið hvaða tegund bíllinn væri og 

miðaðir við verð, eyðslu, stærð, þægindi og þess háttar? 

Hvað fannst þér mikilvægast við val á bíl hér áður fyrr? Varstu að velja einungis eftir því 

hvað best átti við hverju sinni? (einhleypur, fjölskylda, fjölskylda stækkar) Eða valdiru eftir 

því hvað þig langaði og fannst flottast?  

Valdiru alltaf þann bíl sem þér fannst flottastur? Hvaða þýðingu seturu í orðið flottastur? Var 

það af því hann var flottur á litinn, flottur í laginu?  

Var það af því hann var flott tegund? Eða jafnvel af því han var dýr í verði? Eða af því 

tegundin var álitin flott í samfélaginu?  

Hefur þér alltaf þótt mikilvægt að eiga bíl? (Hefur þér alltaf þótt mikilvægt að eiga flottan 

bíl?) 

Hafði verð mikil áhrif á val á bíl hér áður fyrr? Keyptiru bíl um leið og þú áttir pening eða 

safnaðiru fyrir flottum bíl áður en þú keyptir fyrsta bílinn?  

Var mikilvægt fyrir þig að eiga bíl? 

Kaupferlið þegar bíll keyptur (2005-2007): 

Hér byrja spurningar að verða meira leiðandi en þó alltaf „open-ended“.  

Farðu í huganum aftur í tímann þegar þú keyptir bílinn á árunum 2005-2007. Hugsaðu um 

hvernig þú lifðir lífinu þá. 

Hvernig var ferlið fyrir kaupin á bílnum? Var mikil hugsun á bakvið þau kaup? Útskýrðu. 
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Problem recognition: 

Hver var ástæða bílakaupana á þessum tíma? Vantaði þig nauðsynlega bíl? 

Hvað var það sem fékk þig til að fara í bílaleit? Var það jafnvel bara auglýsing eða kaup 

einhvers annars sem ýtti þér út í það að vilja kaupa þér bíl? Varstu alveg óvart komin í 

kaupferlið? 

Vissiru í upphafi af hvaða eiginleikum þú leitaðir? Varstu að leitast eftir bíl í vinnuna, bíl til 

að geta ferjað fjölskylduna, ferðast um landið á o.s.frv.   

Voru bílakaupin bara ætluð þér sem einstakling? Bara bíll fyrir þig að rúnta á og heimsækja 

félagana og aðeins „gorta“ sig á nýja bílnum ;)?  

Information search: 

Hvar leitaðiru upplýsinga helst? (netið, bílasölur, umboð) Hvers vegna/hvers vegna ekki? 

Hvers vegna var þessi tegund valin? (valin strax eða eftir upplýsingaleit) Fórstu í beina leit af 

bíl af þessari tegund eða skoðaðiru fleiri tegundir? 

Hvar fékkstu upplýsingar um hvar best væri að leita? Var einhver sem benti þér á heimasíður 

eða bílasölur til að kíkja á? 

Var einhver sem þú þekktir að kaupa sér bíl á þessum tíma sem gaf þér upplýsingar um bestu 

bílana? 

Hvaða bíla benti hann þér á og hvers vegna? Voru einhverjar tegundir sem hann benti þér á að 

væru fremri en aðrar? Hvers vegna voru þær það? 

Höfðu þessar upplýsingar áhrif á endanlega útkomu? 

 

Evaluation of alternatives: 

Ef fleiri tegundir voru skoðaðar, hvaða tegundir? Hver var ástæðan fyrir að þær urðu ekki 

fyrir valinu?  

Hvernig skoðaðiru aðrar tegundir? Fengu þær jafn mikla athygli og sú sem varð fyrir valinu? 

Voru þær prófaðar og annað?  
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Skoðaðiru tegundir í þessum ákveðna verðflokki eða varstu að skoða tegundir í mismunandi 

verðflokkum? 

Var einhver annar sem hafði áhrif á að þessi tegund varð fyrir valinu? Var einhver sem þú 

þekkir að kaupa sér þessa tegund á svipuðum tíma og mælti með henni? 

Hvers vegna valdiru þá tegund sem þú valdir fram yfir aðrar? Hvaða eiginleikar voru það sem 

gerðu útslagið? Minni eyðsla, gæði, þægindi, útlit, tegundin flottari. 

Hverjir voru helstu áhrifavaldar við þessi bílakaup? Var eitthvað annað en þú sjálfur sem kom 

með hugmyndina af því að kaupa bíl? Hver og af hverju? 

Voru einhverjir í kringum þig, fjölskylda, vinir eða aðrir, að kaupa sér bíl af sömu tegund eða 

verðflokki á þessum tíma? Hafði það áhrif á þig? 

Product choice: 

Hafði það á einhvern hátt áhrif á þig að á þessum tíma var mjög auðvelt fyrir flesta að kaupa 

sér bíl? 

Hafði það áhrif á þína ákvörðun að það voru kannski margir í kringum þig að kaupa sér flotta 

bíla? 

Hver var lokaákvörðunin? Hvernig var hún tekin (hver var lokaniðurstaðan)? 

Var þessi tegund valin í flýti eða var ákvörðunin vel upplýst? 

Hversu mikil áhrif helduru að það hafi haft á annað fólk í þeirra kaupum? Helduru að fólk hafi 

verið að kaupa sér dýra og fína bíla á þessum tíma til að dragast ekki aftur úr næsta manni.  

Hvernig var hugsunin þá með eiginleika, eftir hverju leitaðiru helst? (skipti verð, eyðsla 

minna máli og útlit og vörumerki meira máli en í dag) 

Var munur á hugsunarhættinum þá? Úskýrðu það aðeins. 

 

Kaupferlið þegar/ef bíll keyptur í dag: 

Halda umræðunni á sama sviði og í kafla tvö nema í nútíð. Reyna að ná sem dýpstum og 

hreinskilnislegum svörum. 
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Settu hugann nú í daginn í dag. Ímyndaðu þér að þú sért að fara að kaupa þér bíl og miðaðu 

við það verð sem þú hefur ráð á.  

Hvernig yrði ferlið fyrir kaupin ef þú værir að kaupa bíl í dag? Yrði meiri hugsun á bakvið 

kaupin nú en þá? Úskýrðu það fyrir mér.  

Hvernig yrði kaupferlið? Lýstu því fyrir mér.  

Problem recognition: 

Hver yrði ástæða bílakaupa í dag? Myndiru kaupa þér bíl nema þig nauðsynlega vanti? 

Myndi auglýsing eða kaup einhvers annars ýta þér út í bílakaup?  

Ef þu værir í bílakaupum í dag myndiru vita af hvaða eiginleikum þú myndir leitast? 

Myndiru kaupa bíl sem „hobbí“ eða nokkurs konar „accessory“?  

Information search: 

Myndiru kaupa þessa tegund aftur? Af hverju/ af hverju ekki? Hvaða tegund myndiru kaupa? 

(Lúxus eða ekki) 

Ef þú værir að leita af bíl, hvar myndiru helst leita upplýsinga? (netið, bílasölur, umboð) 

Yrði leitin ítarlegri en síðast? Hvers vegna/hvers vegna ekki?  

Yrði ákvörðun kaupa upplýstari í þetta skipti en síðast?  

Hvernig veistu hvar best er að leita upplýsinga um þessar ákveðnu tegundir? Hefur einhver 

bent þér á það? 

Er einhver sem þú þekkir nýbúin að kaupa sér/skoða bíl sem þú gætir hugsað þér að kaupa? 

Hvaða tegund er það? Hvers vegna væriru til í þá tegund? 

Myndiru skoða aðrar tegundir mun ítarlegar en þú gerðir síðast? Teluru líklegt að það hafi 

eitthvað farið framhjá þér við upplýsingaöflun síðast? 

Evaluation of alternatives: 

Hvaða ástæður yrði fyrir því að útiloka ákveðnar tegundir? T.d. ef sú tegund sem keypt var 

áður er ekki tekin til greina, hvers vegna ekki? 
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Hvers vegna myndiru kaupa aftur sömu tegund og síðast? 

Hvaða þættir hafa mest áhrif á þegar vörutegundir eru teknar til greina? Myndiru útiloka 

ákveðna bíla út af verði, gæðum, eyðslu, útliti, tegund eða öðru.  Jafnvel af því hún flokkast 

undir lúxus? 

Myndiru bera tegundirnar ítarlegar saman nú en síðast? Teluru að eitthvað hafi farið framhjá 

þér þegar þú varst að velja á milli valmöguleika?  

Væriru harðákveðin í þeirri tegund sem þú velur eða væri möguleiki á að henni yrði ýtt til 

hliðar vegna einhvers? Af hverju/af hverju ekki? Hvað gæti valdið því?  

Myndiru skoða bíla í mörgum verðflokkum eða einhverjir verðflokkar sem kæmu alls ekki til 

greina? Hvaða verðflokkar yrðu það? Er það vegna gæða sem verðið gefur eða einhvers 

annars? 

Ertu með augastað á einhverri tegund sem þú yrðir líkleg/ur til að kaupa næst? Hvað varð til 

þess að þú fékkst augastað á þessari tegund? Er einhver sem þú þekkir sem á þessa tegund? 

Hvar sástu hana og af hverju heillaðistu af henni? 

Ef sérstök tegund er ofarlega í huga, hvers vegna myndiru velja hana fram yfir aðrar tegundir? 

Hvaða eiginleikar eru það sem höfða mest til þín í þessari tegund? Verð, eyðsla, gæði, 

þægindi, útlit, þekkt tegund. 

Hefur einhver í kringum þig keypt eða stungið upp á ákveðinni tegund sem væri sniðugt að 

hafa í huga? Kæmu þessar tillögur til greina ef þú værir að kaupa bíl? 

Product choice: 

Ef þú færir sömu leið í ákvörðunarferlinu í dag og þá, kæmistu að sömu niðurstöðu? Væri 

ákvörðunin upplýstar en þá? Væri líklegra að þú myndir velja aðra tegund í dag en þá?  

Hvað skiptir meira máli í dag miðað við þá? (eyðsla, gæði, útliti, vörutegund) 

Hvar myndiru leita upplýsinga helst? (netið, bílasölur, umboð) Hvers vegna/hvers vegna ekki? 

Helduru að einhverjir utanaðkomandi þættir eins og t.d. atvinnuástand, fjárhagsleg geta fólks 

til að kaupa flotta bíla, eða annað í samfélaginu gæti haft áhrif á val á tegund ef þú værir að 

kaupa bíl í dag? 
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Myndiru líta framhjá einhverri lúxustegund af bíl af því þér þætti ekki viðeigandi að keyra um 

á þannig bíl í því fjárhagsástandi sem við lifum í dag, þó þú hafir fjárhagslegt bolmagn til 

þess? 

Helduru að eitthvað annað t.d. fjölskylda, vinir, gæti haft áhrif á val á tegund í dag? T.d. 

hvernig þau líta á lúxuskaup. Helduru að skoðanir þeirra á t.d. verði, eyðslu, gæðum, tegund, 

bílsins hefðu áhrif á þitt val? 

Myndiru eyða meiri tíma í upplýsingaleit og samanburð á tegundum áður en þú kæmist að 

niðurstöðu ef þú værir að velja bíl í dag? 

 

Skoðana-spurningar (nærgöngular): 

Hér ætti að hafa myndast traust að einhverju leyti. Hér koma því spurningar sem þarf 

að spyrja vandlega til að fá hreinskilið svar.  

Hvað eiginleikar eru mikilvægir við val á bíl í dag (almennt)? Verð, eyðsla, gæði, þægindi, 

útlit, tegund. Lýsa hverjum lið fyrir sig. Hversu mikið eða lítið er mikilvægi hvers þeirra? 

Ertu hliðholl/ur lúxus? Leyfiru þér lúxus í öðru en bílakaupum?  

Er það bara í bílum og jafnvel bara þessi ákveðna vörutegund sem dregur þig að lúxus-

markaðnum? (tilviljun að þú kaupir lúxusvöru?) 

Myndiru kaupa xxx(önnur lúxus bílategund)? Af hverju ekki?(brand loyalty vs. luxury 

loyalty) 

Hvað leiddi þig inná lúxusmarkaðinn? Var einhver sem kynnti þig fyrir því? (leitast eftir að 

líkjast) 

Finnst þér vörumerki almennt hafa ákveðin gildi í samfélaginu? Sýna þau ákveðinn status? Á 

hvaða hátt? 

Finnst þér vörumerkið sem þú keyptir þá hafa ákveðið gildi? En það sem þú myndir kaupa 

núna? Segðu mér aðeins frá því. 

Hvaða hlutverk hafa vörumerki í þínu lífi? Veluru vörur almennt eftir vörumerkjum? Hvers 

vegna? Ræðum það aðeins.  
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 Er eitthvað í bílakaupum almennt sem hefur áhrifa á þig í dag? Hefur það áhrif á þig að fólk 

er minna að spá í bílakaupum í dag en áður? 

Helduru að það gæti haft áhrif á að þú kaupir þér bíl að aðrir í kringum þig hafa jafnvel ekki 

getu til þess að kaupa sér bíl? 

Hversu mikil áhrif helduru að það hafi haft á annað fólk í þeirra kaupum? Helduru að fólk hafi 

verið að kaupa sér dýra og fína bíla á þessum tíma til að dragast ekki aftur úr næsta manni.  

Úskýrðu fyrir mér í stuttu máli hvaða áhrif þér finnst fjárhagskreppan á Íslandi hafa haft áhrif 

á neysluvenjur fólks almennt. Helduru að hugsunarháttur fólks hafi breyst? Hefur fólk minni 

áhuga á lúxus og jafnvel forðast það af einhverju leyti? 

Lokun viðtals: 

Láta viðmælanda vita að upplýsingar viðtalsins og annara viðtala verða greindar og ef 

óskað er eftir er möguleiki á að fá eintak af niðurstöðum.  

Er eitthvað meira sem þú vilt bæta við? Eitthvað sem þér finnst mikilvægt að komi fram? 

Takk kærlega fyrir hjálpina.  

 

 

 


